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PREFACE 
The purpose of this thesis is threefold: to present 
life in Potosi and its mines, to describe the role of the Spanish 
colonists as administrators of the mines, and to give an account 
of the Indians who were forcefully recruited to work them. 
The story of Potosi is a strange narrative of courage, 
accomplishment, and ruthlessness. It is a story about untold 
riches and dissipations. In Potosi a drama unfolded in which all 
human passions interplayed: love, hatred, justice, injustice, 
brutality and compassion. In the words of the poet Alonso de 
Ereilla this was Potosi: 
I I Mira alIa a chuquiabo que metido esta a un lado la tierra 
al Sur marcada. Y adelante el requisimo y crecido cerro 
de Potosi, que de cendrada plata de ley y de valor subido 
tiene la tierra envuelta y amasada. 1 
This is but another chapter of the Spanish conquest it 
the New World. An attempt has been made to consult as many prim-
ary sources as were available to the writer, especially the !!!-
orias or relaciones of the various viceroys and collections of 
documents pertaining to colonial PerU. 
lEugenio Maffei and Ramon Rua Figueroa, Apuntes para una 
Bib110teca Espanola ~ Libros, Folletos Z Articu10s Impresos Z--
manuscrItos, relatIvos al conoclmIento Z ~lotaci6n de las rf-
quezas mInerales Z a laS-clenclas auxi11ares (Madrid:-r8~,-YI, 
p. 2;1. - -
ii 
I acknowledge my indebtedness to Reverend Charles R. 
Ronan, S.J., who guided my efforts, Dr. Joseph A. Gagliano, Dr. 
Paul Lietz, and Mr. Fred Hall, of the Newberry Library, for theiI 
invaluable suggestions and criticism in the writing of this 
thesis. 
An explanation of Spanish weights, measures, and monet~ 
values will be found in the Appendix. 
iii 
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Louis John Oasa was born in San Lucido, Italy, on May 24, 
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CHAPTER I 
DISCOVERY OF SILVER AND FOUNDING OF POTOSI 
In 1545, Gulca, an Indian in the service of Juan de Vil-
larroel, one of the paoiticadores ot the province of Charcas, 
stumbled on a silver deposit which later became tamous as the 
Cerro of Potosi, the greatest single source of silver in the New 
World. According to an old Indian legend, the Incas knew ot the 
rich deposits but were torbidden to mine them because they were 
meant for others. Modesto em{ste, Bolivian historian, attribute& 
the discovery to an Indian named Diego Qualpa who reported it to 
Juan de Villarroel, Alfarez Francisco Centeno, Pedro Ootamito, 
and Santand{a. l Be that as it may, the tact is that on April 21, 
1545, Villarroel registered the first olaim in his name and that 
of Guloa, who disappeared shortly atterward. 2 In 1546 Villarroel 
wishing to gain recognition for the discover.r and founding of 
Pbtosi, sent to Charles V a detailed description of the discoveI1 
and ninety-six thousand ounces of silver as payment ot the royal 
fifth. !he Emperor confirmed title of the discovery, conferred 
lModesto am{ste, Obras Escogidas (La Paz, Bolivia: 1941), 
p. ?? 
2Bernard Moses, !he s~anish DependenCies in South Amer-
~J An Introduction to tKe ~storl ot Their CiviIIzatlon.--VOl. 
1~.\Lonlon: 1914), p. ~ -,nere are a~least two acceptable spel-
lings of the Indian: Qualpa or Gulca. 
1 
2 
on Villarroel the Order of Santiago and bestowed on Potosi the 
title of Villa Imperial. 3 
In 1568 the family of Qulaa entered a plea of recognitio~ 
with the royal Audiencia of the district of Oharcas claiming tha1 
he had been the true discoverer and had been deprived of his 
rightful share of the discovery; they, now, wished to receive 
the compensation which was denied to their father. 4 A tavorable 
reply was received ordering that the heirs of Gulca, the true 
discoverer ot the mine, be given compensation. The document was 
I: 
signed by Antonio de HeraaBo, judge of the Audiencia de Oharcas.~ 
The discovery of the 2,000 toot hill ot silver in the 
3Ibid., p. 3; also, Nicolas de Martinez Arzanz y Vela, 
Ristoria d'8"'ta Villa Izqp&rial De Potos:!. (MDXLV-MDLXXVII). Rique .. 
zas InoompiriDles de SU Famoso~erro. ~randezas De Su Hasainfia 
J6Dlao!?n. Sus Guerra; cIviles z Casos Memorablii \luenos lIres 
1945), p. 12~ !fils editIon 01 the Hlstorla, whIoh embraces onl~ 
the first fifty chapters of Arzanz's celebrated work, was brough1 
out by Gustavo Adolfo otero in 1943 and reprinted in 1945 under 
the auspices of the Fundacion Universitaria Patino of La Paz, Bo-
livia. Portunately, the entire manuscript will be published in 
August, 1966 as a Brown University Bicentennial Publication undel 
the editorship of Lewis Hanke and Gunnar Mendoza. In the Oolver 
Lectures, which he delivered at Brown University in 1965, Dr. Baa~ 
ke disousses this remarkable history ot Potosi which covers the 
years 1545 to 1737. These Leotures will prove to be an indispen-
sable adjunct to the magistral edition soon to appear. They werE 
published under the title of Bartolome Arzans de Orsua Z .Vela's 
Histo;y of POtos1, Brown University Press, ProVIdence, Rhode 1s-
land,~r9~. 
4Coleccion de las Memoria. 0 Relaciones ~ Escriben los 
Virreles del Perd ACirca-del Bltado-en gu: p!iaban-las Oosas Gen-
erales der-ierno-Ced.) Rioardo Beltran y OZP de (Mi!rld: 192IJ; 
pp. 9?-~;;80 Lewis Banke, "Luis Capoche and the HiBtO~ of POtosi, ter-American Economic Affairs, Vol. 12, No. 2 (Autumn 
l~1R~'wKE·rec;!~ed ~~esl:lt:n;I:t~: gg~a~r~it~~ttng~~t, 
body to give Juan Gualpa and-aIs broiners nancial assistance. 
P. 22. 
50ol eccion de las Memorias, pp. 97-98. 
--
shape of a sugar loaf, majestically rising at approximately 
16,000 feet above sea level, proved to be rich beyond all expec-
tations yielding, according to Olarence Haring, six hundred mil-
lion dollars worth of silver throughout the colonial period. 6 
The founding of Pot os! was a challenge of no mean proportion. 
Ricardo Beltran y Rozpide states that the work was begun by only 
sixty-five Spaniards and that this number rapidly increased with 
the addition of Indians, mestizos, and forasteros who had been 
lured to Potosi by the news of the silver discovery.? !here were 
also a limited supply of fresh water, fuel, and a few poorly cul-
tivated valleys. The following is a geographical description of 
Potosi and its tamed Oerro: 
The founding of Potosi, trom the point of view of human 
oonsiderations, could not have been more discouraging. 
The water supply was limited. the earth unfit to grow 
tood, without easy access with the exterior, at the mer-
cy ot the wind, without tuel in its proximities, and 
more than four thousand meters of altitude; only the ex-
traordinary richness ot its mines could justify its fOun-
ding. But in general, the hill offered itself as an iso-
lated mass without roots. A grey mass, high and cold, 
immeasurably rich, but also immeasurably isolated. Only 
the hope of abandoning it quickly could inspire the first 
acts of those who were determined to establish themselves 
on the hill and face all the rigors of an inimical nature 
whioh the natives had never ohallenged. 8 
By 1585 there were still very rew inns located along the 
6Hubert Herring, ! History £! Latin America (New York: 
1956), p. 199. 
?Ooleccion de las Memorias, p. 96. 
--
8Doeumentos de Arte Colonial Sudamericano, fILa. Villa Im-
perial de PotosI." ~IICioiones de la AcademIa Nacional de Bel-
las Artes de la Republica Argentina (Buenos Aires: 1943), p. 138. 
4 
treacherous paths between Potosi, La Paz, and Ouzco where travel-
ers could rest. However, there were numerous places where one 
could purchase supplies and goods especially for those leaving 
Potosi with their silver.9 
No sooner had work begun in Potos!, than a clash occured 
between the rol10wera ot Francisco Pizarro, the conqueror of Pert, 
led by Alonso Marquez, and Francisco Centeno, the king's repre-
sentative, over control of Potosi. Oenteno emerged as victor.10 
An uneasy peace was restored by 154?, though violence flared fro) 
time to time. In 1564 Oastilians and Andalusians tought against 
a coalition of Portuguese and Estremedurans in several encounter! 
in which twenty-three were killed and fifty were wounded. ll Juru 
Fernandez in 1583 hatohed a conspiracy through which he hoped to 
proclaim himself kinS of Potosi. The authorities disccvered the 
plot and arrested him.12 Perhaps, the bloodiest phase of the ci-
vil wars in Potosi, was the War ot the Vicunas. The struggle 
lasted for at least three years, 1620 to 1623, and it was repor-
ted that in 1623 alone 2,000 were killed or died of wounds and 
3,000 were hanged. 13 Lewis Hanke states that: 
9Monumenta Peruana (ad.) Antonius de Egana. '.romo III, 
(Romae: 19~). p. 565. 
10Bartolome Martinez y Vela, Anales !! !! Villa Imperial 
~ .;;..Po_t:;..;:o:...;;;;s.-l (La Paz, Bolivia: 1939), p. 6. 
llIbid., p. 29. 
-
12Lewis Hanke, La Villa Imperial de Potosi, un capitulo 
inedito ~ !! historia del Nuevo ~undo (Sllcre, BolivIa: 1954),1? 
13Helen Douglas-Irvine, "All the Wealth of Potosi," The 
Pan-uerican Malazine, XLII (July, 1930) t pp. 158-159. -
Por muchos anos Potosi rue ,suprema ciudad del ague y de 
la turbulencia. La traioion, el homicidio y la guerra 
oivil tlorecieron oomo truto natural del juego, la intri-
ga, la enemistad entre espanoles peninsulares y criollos 
americanos y la rivalidad por el favor de las mujeres. 14 
5 
Civil wars not withstanding, Potosi grew in size and 
population. In 1545 there were 170 Spaniards and 3000 Indian.;15 
only two years later, 1547, there were 14000 Spaniards who occu-
pied 2500 houses. 16 !he convent of San Francisco and the Indian 
churches of Santa Barbara and San Lorenzo were also built in 
1547. 17 By 1555 Potosi could boast, among other achievements, 
ot the Hospital de San Juan de Dios.18 Six years later, 1561, 
the city was authorized to form its own municipality, cablldo 
and regimiento, independent ot La Plata and at a cost to the 
Villa ot 112,000 pesos, thus treeing the Villa trom the jurisdic-
tion ot La Plata, 160 kilometers away.19 
News of immense riches to be tound at Potosi attracted 
both Spanish and toreign adventurers. Stead!ly the population 
inoreased till by 1611 there were 150,000 inhabitants, titty 
thousand ot whom were Indians who had been recruited to work the 
14~~~t ~ Villa Imperial ~ Potosi, p. 16. 
15Martinez y Vela, Anales, p. 6. 
lG Ibid., p. 6. 
-~ l7Pedro Vicente Caqete y Dominguez, Potosi Colonial, Gu1~ 
Historica, GeI!ratica, Politioa, Civil Z Legal Del aoblerno ~ .!.n-
tendencIa R! __ ProvinoIa R! Potosi {La Paz, BoIIVia: 19~9).-1~. 
18~., p. 122. 
190oleccion ~ !!! Memoria., p. 96. 
6 
mines or who had come voluntarily and had remained, aooording to 
a census taken by the Licenciado Bejarano, President or the Audi-
eneia de Oharcas. 20 Hanke claims that the population of Potosi 
reached its zenith in 1650 with 160,000 souls. 21 From the begin-
ning of the conquest the Spanish Orown had specifically forbiddeI 
foreigners from entering the Indies;22 however, by l65? some 
Dutch, Irish, French, Portuguese and English had already either 
resided in Potosi or passed through it. 23 Hanke further states 
that foreigners came to Potosi in such large numbers that the 
Or own decided to investigate the foreign population and to rid 
the city of vagabonds and trouble makers. 24 But some toreigners 
were responsible Potosinos and that "as early as 1559 we find a 
Portuguese named Gaspar Collazo doing business in Potosl."25 
Hanke pOints out that Portuguese were to be found ever,r-
where in Spanish America even though no legislation permitted 
their entering those dominions, not even during the period of 
20Juan del Pino Manrique, "Descripcion de la Villa Imper-
ial de PotOSi, y de los Partidos Sugetos a su Intendeneia," Pro-
vincias Del Rio De La Plata (ed.) Pedro de Angelis. Pr1mera~­
lelon. tlUeiiO'i IIrii: 1836), pp. ii-iii. 
21Hanke , La Villa Imperial ~ Potos!, p. 14. 
22Reeopilaoion De Layes De Los Reynos De Las Indias (Ma-
drid: 1943), tIb. IV, TIt. 1, Ley3:- - -
23Acarete du Biscay, A Relation of Mr. R. Me's Voyage to 
Buenos Wes: ~ thence :ez Lina 12 PotoSI ttonaon: 1716), p. ~. 
24aanke, ~ Villa ImEerial !! Potosi, p. 64. 
25Hanke , The Porttysuese in Spanish America, with Speoial 
Reterenoe to the lIrla Imperial !i PotosI (Columbia nnriersity: 
19{;1), p • .,,-; - -
7 
1580 to 1640, when Portugal was politically fused to Spain. 
There were several Portuguese who played prominent roles or who 
were connected in some fashion with Potosi. Antonio de Acosta, 
who wrote Historia ~ Potosi, was a Portuguese who resided in thE 
city from 1579 to 1657. 26 Antonio Leon Finelo, one of the prin-
cipal officers of the Council of the Indies, the Cronista Mazor 
~ las Indiaa, and a participant in the preparation of the ~­
pilacion ~ 1!! lezes q~ !!! Indias, was a Portuguese-Jew whose 
family had fled Lisbon for Buenos Aires and had eventually moved 
to Potosi, where hie father, Diego Lopez de Lieboa, became a 
wealthy merchant. 2? In a letter written to the Orown on Febru-
ary 20, 1584, the Licenciado Ruano Tellez, fiscal ~ los Oharoas" 
complained that the number of foreigners arriving in Spanish ter-
ritory was great and espeCially the Dutch and English corsairs 
who came to Potosi through the port of Ariea, which was the port 
for Potosi on the Pacific coast of PerU. 28 Informing the Oonsej~ 
!! Indias on January 28, 1549, about the status of Potosi, the 
Lioenciado Gasca wrote that Diego Centeno had complained to him 
about "gente perdida, que en cantidad habl& acudido 7 de eada dis 
26 Ibid., pp. 30-35. Hanke points out that he was unable 
to locate S-COpy of Acosta·s work but relies on Orsua y Vela's 
testimony that Antonio de Acosta or da Costa did exist and did 
write a history of Potosi. 
2?Ibid., pp. 10-12 • 
........... 
28La Audiencia De Charoas, corre~ondeneia De Presiden-
tes Z Oidores (en.) Roberto Levillier.ree Volumes. (Madrid: 
~2), II, p. 114. 
8 
acud!a aquel asiento de Potosi.n29 
Building went on carelessly at Potosi. Nicolas de Marti-
nez Arzanz y Vela described it as follows: 
Muy adelante iba la tundacion; que, como no se embarazaban 
ni en nivelar las calles, ni ahondar cimientos, pon~an 
piedras sobre piedra y adobe sobre adobe eon gran priesa, 
por cuya causa quedo'muy mal formada la villa y las calles 
tan angostas que se les podfa dar nombre eallejones. 30 
But Potosi was not a place which attracted men for farming or fOl 
intellectual pursuits; it was a mining frontier where fortunes 
were quickly made and lost, a place in which men sought diversio! 
and excitement. However, Potosinos built impressive churches, 
convents, elaborate dwellings, dams, and even a theatre, but not 
a single hotel or inn for strangers, forCing newcomers to seek 
hospitality in private homes. In short, they exhibited the exu-
berance of the times and the good and the bad found in men or 
any age. 
With the coming of Francisco de Toledo, firth veeeroy of 
PerU, the viceroyalty and particularly Potosi were markedly ef-
fected. Toledo had been sent to Peru to restore order, quell tht 
frequent Indian uprisings and raids of the Chiriguanes, and to 
lift the sagging silver production. In 1572 he visited Potosi 
where he was feasted for tifteen days. He was not impressed by 
what he saw: narrow streets which often ended in blind alleys, 
29Gobern~~tes Del Peru, Cartas ~ ,Fatales ~i,lO XVI (ed.) 
Roberto Levfl1fer. 'ourteen-Tolumes. (Haar a: 19 ,It p. 136. 
3°Arzanz y Vela, Historia de la Villa Imierial, p. 125; 
also, Hanke, "Luis Capoehe and efte History of Po osI," p. 30. 
~o reservoirs to contain the rain water so abundant in the summer 
.onths and crucially needed to turn the wheels of the grinding 
_ills, and most importantly a sagging mining industr,r. He imme-
diately ordered a new square built and the streets of the city 
widened.;l He introduced the patiO process of amalgamation with 
quicksilver, initiated by Bartolome de Medina in New Spain, which 
replaced the guayaras, or furnaces used by the Indians in smelt-
ing the ore.;2 He ordered the transfer of the £!!! ~ Moneda 
from Lima to Potos!.;; And with the cooperation of a few inter-
ested Potosinos, he initiated the construction of the first lake 
to be built above the city, which will be commented on later. 
By 1598 Potosi measured two leagues in circumference witb 
594 streets. The Spanish quarter alone had 268 large ones and 
16,000 houses.;4 !oledo ordered that the city be divided into 
two seotors with the Spanish population oentered in the northern 
sector and the Indians in the southern portion.;; It w_s in the 
northern sector, therefore, that the Spaniards developed their 
society, a blend of impressive churches, dance halls, and gam-
bling casinos.;6 At the beginning of the seventeenth century 
;lOaftete y Dominguez, Potos! Oolonial, p. 1;0. 
;20• H. Haring, fhe Spanish Empire in America (New York 
and Burlingame: 196;), p~4;. -
;3Martlnez y Vela, Anales ~ 1! Villa Imperial, p. 32. 
34Ibid •• p. 51. 
-
35Douglas-Irvine, "All the Wealth of Potosi," p. 159. 
;6x,ewis Hanke, The Imperial Oi11 of Potosi, An Unwritten 
Chapter !a ~ History of Spanish lmer ca-rThe Hague:-Martinus 
10 
there were at Potos! 700 to 800 professional gamblers and 120 
well-known prostitutes. 3? !he Indians, on the other hand, lived 
in their crowded sector in which three churches with a priest in 
each were to be found. The natives received instructions in the 
Faith and the sacraments. 38 Spaniards, Negroes, and mUlattoes 
~ere forbidden to live among the Indians to prevent their being 
exploited. 39 Spanish merchants were allowed only three days at 
one time to conduct their business among the natives. 40 
Potosi depended on the output of its tamed Oerro tor its 
oontinued existence as a major center of mining and oommerce; its 
importance was closely related to the amount of silver extracted. 
In flush times activities in Potos! amazed all new arrivals. Pe-
dro Cieza de Leon, soldier, traveler, and author, writes in 1549 
about what he saw at Potosi: 
I saw the lair several times and noticed much trading. 
The Indians alone dealt daily for the value ot 25000 or 
30000 pieoes of eight in gold and some days even above 
40000 in so much that I believe no Fair in the world did 
ever equal it. 41 
lNijhotf: 1956), p. 2. Hanke states that "by the end of the 16th 
~entury there were fourteen dance halls, thirty-six gambling hou-
ses and one theatre to which the price ot admission ranged trom 
~orty to fitty pesos." 
37Hanke , ~ Villa Imperial, p. 16. 
38Audiencia De Oharcas, I, p. 455. 
-
39Reeopilacion, Lib. VI, Tit. 3, Ley 21. 
40 Ibid., Lib. VI, fit. 3, Ley 24. 
41 ~ Pedro de Oieza de Leon, The Seventeen Years Travels of 
Pe~er de Cieza, throygh the mighty-xIng!om of Peru, ana the large 
provinces .2t Cartagena and Popayan .fu SouthAmirICa: ~ the 
.1..1. 
Vicente Oanete y Dominguez, who was sent to Potosi in the last 
quarter of the eighteenth century as Asesor General, noted in his 
history of the city, Potosi Colonial, that Potosinos spent mil-
lions of Eesos for celebrations. When silver was plentiful, he 
stated that: 
Este pueblo era en 10 antiguo tan opulento y rico, y tan 
esplendido en sus funciones, que en la coronacion del 
Sermo. Emperador Oarlos V, se gastaron 8 millones; en 
las exequinas del Sr. Dm. lelipe III, 6 millones; y as! 
con los dem's Reyes de Castilla. 42 
Acarete du Biscay, an English merchant who entered the Indies 
with the aid of the captain of a Spanish ship, witnessed the pomp 
of Potos!. He had left Cadiz on a ship licensed to trade at Bue-
,-
~os Aires and as far as Potosi. The ship arrived at Buenos Aires 
in March of 1658. Biscay led a pack of mules oarrying wares to 
the altiplano, a distance which was covered in fifty-three days~~ 
In Potost he marvelled at the speotacle: 
~ 
city of Panama, on the isthmus, to the frontiers of Chile. Trans-
latedoy Joliii StevenaCLOndon: l'?!l'j7'*p. 231. --
42Canete y Dom!nguez, Potosi Colonial, p. 126. 
43BisOay, A Relation of Mr. R. M.'s VOla,e, pp. 3-4, pp. 
7-8, p. 61. Acarete du BIsoaY-possioly-was oomm ssioned by Eng-
lish commercial interests to survey the possibility of expanding 
English trade with Chile and Peru. He was possibly chosen for 
this assignment because of his ability to speak Spanish fluently 
and for his background in commerce. Upon returning to England, 
he oonsigned his journal to John Darby who in turn published Aoa-
rete's account and dedicated it to the "Honourouble the Court of 
Directors of the South-Sea Co." Darby's introduotion to the boo~ 
is of singular importanoe since it reveals English interest in 
the silver of PerU~ He stated that "as you are already possessed 
of a noble settlement at Buenos-Ayres, to which the Navigation 1s 
open all year, I dontt doubt but by your wise direotion, under 
the patronage of your august governor, our wealth and oommeroe 
will be vastly increased: this way being evidently the easiest 
and speediest to convey the product and manufactures of Europe to 
~2 
Great rejoicings. All work stopped for a fortnight. All 
the people mingled for the celebration ••• the ladies being 
at the windows and casting down abundance of perfumed wa-
ters and great quantities of dry, sweet meats ••• a great 
many pieces of gold and silver were distributed and thrown 
among the people, in the name of his Oatholic Majesty: and 
there were some particular persons that had the prodigality 
to throwaway two or three thousand orowns a man among the 
mob. 44 
He also saw a religious procession in which the Host was carried 
to the Church of the Recollects upon a road that had been paved 
especially for the occasion with bars of silver.45 No wonder, 
then, that the accounts brought baok home by visitors who had 
been in Potosi gained for it the admiration of those who heard ox 
read about the fabulous city. Canete y Dominguez commenting on 
the wealth of some Potosinos tells how General Pereyra gave his 
daughter, Dona Placida Eustaquia, a dowry of 2,300,000 pesos in 
1579; how General Mejia's daughter received a dowry of 1,000,000 
pesos in 1612; and how Dona Oata1ina Argandona brought to her 
husband, Luis de Esquivel, a dowry of 800,000 12esos. Up to 1647 
there was no dowry smaller than 200,000 pesos.46 Hanke states 
that in the sixteenth century Potosinos spent 1,200,000 pesos 
yearly for Castilian clothes, women's dresses were as fine as anJ 
to be found in Spain itself, and that "miners kept expensive mis-
tresses ••• Potosinos indulged in gaudy knightly tournaments, pro-
Chile and Peru, and also the best and safest to bring gold and 
silver from thence into this part of the world." 
44Ibid., pp. 89-90. 
45Ibid., p. 90. 
-
460anete y Dominguez, Potosi Oolonial, pp. 126-127. 
13 
pessions, and other pleasures with a medieval flavor; (and) bull-
~ights were popular. ft47 
From 1572 on, the silver mines at Potosi became entirely 
~ependent on mercury trom Huanoaveliea for in that year the Viee-
~oy TOledo introduced the patio prooess as mentioned before. 
Hence an adequate supply ot mercury was necessary for the amalga-
mation process.48 The supply ot mercury available beoame a cru-
cial factor in the operation of the silver mines. When its pro-
duction declined at Huancaveliea, the Orown was forced to import 
it from Europe at a greater cost to the miners. However, not all 
Potosin08 were immediately concerned with mining. Fortunes were 
~so made in commerce by merchants engaged in legal or illegal 
~rading. Hanke, in disoussing the role that the Portuguese 
~l&7ed at Potosi, reveals the wealth amassed by some merchants: 
When Portugal recovered its independence in 1640 and the 
Spanish authorities hastily investigated the Portuguese 
at Potos! tit was found that twenty of the sixty Portuguese 
listed were very weal thJr and that one ot them, Antonio 
Alonso de la Rooha Meneses, had built up a fortune of two 
million peso •••• The rich Antonio Alonso was exiled, tour 
million pesos belonging to other Portuguese were seized, 
and the Audienoia maintained a vigilant attitude lest the 
Portuguese engage in subversive actions together with other 
foreigners at Potosi. 49 
Potoa1noa also trafficked in contraband silver, selling or trad-
ing it through BUenos Aires and Brazil, though this was strictly 
47Hanke , uLuis aapoohe and the History of Potosi," 30-31. 
48aanete ~ Domi~guez, Potosi Oolonial, p. 21. 
49l1anke , !!!.! Portwsuese !! Spanish America, p. 23. 
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forbidden. 50 In 1605 the illegal trade amounted to 500,000 oru-
zados, and the Spanish authorities were unable to stop it.51 A 
route used by Petosinos to smuggle unregistered silver on its waJ 
; to Brazil was by wa:,- of fucuman. In 1586 Francisco de Victoria, 
Bishop of fucuman, sent a ship laden with Potosi silver down to 
Brazil. !he silver was either sold or bartered for earloes ot 
sugar, conserves, and general merchandise which were brought baok 
in two ships, the second one having been bought in Brazil. While 
both ships were making their waT up the River Plate they were 
captured by Thomas Oavendish and his English corsairs in Febru-
&rT, 1587.52 The silver black market was oarr1e~ on by various 
5OReoopilacion, Lib. VIII, Tit. 17, Ley 8. 
,51Hanke , ~ port;sese !!! Spanish America, p. 271 also, 
Ooleocion de Documentos I~itos para IaHistor!a de Espana (eds. 
HaHin :r. livare'ti'Ee, H!.8iel Salva an 'Pidro a. lfi lUanaa eMadrid: 
1844), V, p. 183. Lamberto de Sierra, treasurer to Charles III 
in the Villa Imperial de Potosi, reported as tollows: " ••• y otro 
que .... por las vanta~as que reportaban los mercadares de plata, ven-
di.ndGla hasta el precio 4e 11 y 14 pesos a~ marco a los estran-jeros por la colonia del Sacramento, que tue de los portugueses, I 
y por la oosta del mar del sur a otras distintas naoiones, extra!-
an la major pa~te." 
52Philip A. Means, Fall ot the Inca Empire and the ~~;n­
ish Rule in Peru 1230-1781 "(lreW !OrXan'Cr""tOndona 19~ ,p. ; 
also, MartIn J. Lowery, "the Inland. Customhouse at Oardoba," ~: 
America, Vol. 35: New Series, Vol. 24: No.1. pp. 19-20, Dr. ~ 
erT shows the Bishop of Tucuman. Francisco de Vitoria, interested 
in developing the commerce between Buenos Aires and the hinter-
land. Vitoria 1 s actions were motivated by "religious as well as (by) oommeroial motives." Dr. Lowery states that, "While com-
meroe with Brazil at this time had been termed illegal, and per-
haps was so from the point of view of Madrid, Vitoria and others 
considered that the joining of the Spanish-Portuguese crowns in 
1580 had broken this barrier and they saw no reason for not trad-
ing there. As a result the Brazilian trade grew spectacularly 
within the decade, reaching sufficient proportions to gain the at~ 
tent10n of the crown by 1594. At that time, only fourteen years 
15 
means. Juan de Aponte Figueroa in his Memorial of 1622 on retorm. 
in PerU, states that it was common practice tor some correKidores 
to bUT raw silver which had not been registered and to have Indi-
an silversmiths work it into ornaments and plates. The tinished 
products were then sold secretly, thus depriving the Crown of the 
royal tifth on the raw silver and the tax on the sale of the tin-
ished products. 53 
Atter 1640 silver production at Potosi was definitely on 
the deCline,54 caused in part by rising operating cost ot the 
mines and a declining mercury production at Huancavelica. Peri-
odic attempts to keep Huancavelica·s production from declining 
sharply failed and by 1752 the mercury deposits were exhausted. 55 
Potosi carried on with the lin ted and expensive mercury imported 
from Europe thus adding to the burden ot the miners who were 
faoed with the absence ot the rich veins that had made a legend 
ot the Oerro. The technologioal improvements which the Bourbons 
atter the opening ot the port tpuenos Aires), a blanket prohibi-
tion was placed against the Brazilian trade, except in ships 
which passed through Seville. A further prohibition came two 
years later, when, in order to make clear to all the status of 
the Portuguese under the dual monarchy, the Portuguese were for-
.ally deolared to be toreigners exoluded trom the trade of the 
Indies. In spite of these laws, the Brazilian-Platine trade con-
tinued to grow. turning more and more to the illegal in the face 
of outright prohibitory legislation." p. 20. 
53 Juan de Aponte Figueroa, Memorial ~ trata de 1& Refor~ 
maoion del Reino del Pin, quoted in o. 1:. Oastaneda, "'!heCorre-
g1<lOr ~panlsn 'COroiiIi!' Administration," HAHR. IX \.1929), 466. 
54Hanke , !!.! Villa Imperial !! Potosi, p. 18. 
55z1anriqUe, "Desoripoion de la Villa, If p_ v. 
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had hoped to introduce in both Ruaneaveliea and Potosi never ma-
terialized, as will be shown in Chapter II. The bright comet 
which had blazed for nearly two hundred years with declining 
brilliance was about to spend itself. Writing in 1776, Canete y 
.-
Dominguez looked upon Potosi and sadly observed what had been 
left of the city which onee boasted or being the largest in the 
New World. He writes: 
It 1s a pity to look at the environs of this magnificent 
city. we look upon the ruins of the town with great pain, 
and passing by the idle mills and engines about the Oerro, 
one's sight is met by ruins and houses without roots; the 
ruins oontirm the original plan or the Villa, which it it 
were populated once again, 1t would become a fairly large 
town. 56 
By 1825 the population of Potos! was only 8000;5? 1ts inhabi-
tants were now searching the Cerro tor whatever tin it could 
~ie1d. The thousands ot gaping shatts otter silent testimoD7 
to the days when people exclaimed nVale un Potosi," "It is worth 
a great deal." 
56Canete y Dominguez, Potosi Colonial, p. 129. 
5?Koses, SRanish Dependenoies, p. 5. 
CHAPTER II 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE MINES 
Mining in Potosi and in all the Indies was not allowed to 
Spaniards but also encouraged by the Orown which was in constant 
need of bullion. Even Indians were allowed to search for silver 
deposits during the first forty years in order to meet royal de-
mands. However, after 1585 this policy seems to have been discOE-
tinued. l Perhaps, the most important document we have on the 
early history of Potosi and its mines between the years 1545 and 
1585 is Luis Oapoche's Relaoi~n, an authoritative description of 
the disoovery and development of the mines as well as the social 
and economic life of the Villa up to 1585, dedicated to the in-
coming Viceroy Hernando de Torres y Portugal, the Oonde del Vil-
lar, (1585-89).2 We will reter frequently to Oapoche's Relacion 
throughout this and other chapters in our attempt to reconstruct 
the story of Potosi. 
In order to prevent possible conflict of interest, the 
Crown forbade colonial administrators from buying, selling, or 
IHanke, "Luis Oapoche and the History ot Potosi," pp. 44-
45. 2 
Luis Capoohe, "Re1aclon General de la Villa Imierial de 
Potosi, ft (8d.) Lewis Hanke. Biblioteca De Autores Esianoles Des .. 
de La Formacion Del Lensuaje Rista luestros »ias tOon~lnuaoI6~ 
\Halrid: 1959), P;-159; also, Hanke, "tnt. Capoche and tne HIs-
tory of Potosi," p. 22. 
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dealing in any phase otmining tor protits. Jueces, escribanos 
~ mtnasJand alcaldes mglores ~ minas4 were specifically sing-
led out and torbidden to engage in mining; otherwise, the law 
recognized the right ot Spanish citizens and Indians to own and 
operate silver mines. 5 A royalty ot a tifth part ot whatever 
mined was the Orown's share,6 although, in 1?35 it was reduced tc 
a tenth, diezmo, in PerU.? All silver bullion had to be brought 
to the government-operated loundry where it was assayed, cast in-
to bars, and stamped with its weight and quality. A cha:t'ge of 
one and one-half per oent was affixed for those services in addi-
tion to the royal tifth, qUinto £!!!. The bars, stamped with the 
royal mark, proof that the owner had complied with the law, could 
then be traded. 8 All silver bullion not thus marked could not be 
bartered under penalty ot death and loss ot property to the se1l-
3Reco~ilaCion, lib. IV, tit. 21, ley 1; also, Hanke, "Luis 
Capoche and t e HIstory of Potosi." Hanke states that Oapoche 
does not list any Indian as owners of mines in his RelagiQn whic~ 
was completed in 1585; hence, concluding that "as tIme went on 
it is likely that the Indians lost in one way or another the 
mines they had discovered.", p. 45. 
4Recopilacion, lib. IV, tit. 21, ley 2. 
5Ibid., tit. 19, ley 14. This law states as tollows: 
"Que los In!Ios pueden tener, y labrar minas de oro 7 plata. co-
mo 108- Espanoles." When ownership is mentioned in thi~ thesis, 
ownership in ~ee Simple is not meant; tor the Spanish Crown neve~ 
permanently alienated its right to subsoil wealth. 
6 Ibid., lib. VIII, tit. 10, ley 1. 
?Haring, !!!! Spanish Empire, p. 260. 
8Ibid., p. 260, also, Recopi1acion. lib. IV, tit. 22. leJ 
1; and LiD. IV, tit. 22. ley? 
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er. 9 '0 discourage the traffic on unregistered silver and gold 
the Crown offered a generous reward to the informer which was one-
third of the metal confiscated. His name was kept anonymous, and 
the balance of the recovered bullion was divided among the royal 
officials. lO 
~o safeguard the interest of the Crown, the royal exche-
quer assigned an overseer at the mines and at the assay officell 
in order to discourage irregularities. However, royal officials 
were not incorruptible. Numerous plots were often hatched by mi-
ners and silver merchants with the cooperation of minor officials. 
Canete y Dominguez concluded in his Potosi Oolonial that it was 
not difficult for the mercaderes ~ plata, silver merchants, to 
bribe the assaTers and the officials of the mint of Pot os! to 
cheat in the stamping of silver coins. He cites a plot uncovered 
by Juan Nestarez Marin who was appointed Visitador and Presidente 
!! Charcas in 1649. !he latter discovered evidence which resul-
ted in the arrest and oonviction of Francisco GOmez de la Rocha, 
a silver merchant, and Felipe RamireZ de Arellano, ensgyador 1! 
!! Casa de Potosi. The sentence imposed consisted of fines to-
taling 200,000 pesos and was confirmed by a royal cedula on April 
17, 1651.12 !he Licenciado Ravanal, attorney for the Crown from 
9Haring , ~ Spap.ish Empire, p. 260. 
10Recopilacion, lib. VIII, tit. 17, ley 8. 
llHaring, ~ Spanish Empire, p. 279. 
l20anete y Dominguez, Potosi Colonial, pp. 85-86. 
the Au41encia 1! Oharcas, warned the king in his letter of Novem-
ber 3, 1576. that the officials ot the Casa de Moneda ot Potosi 
---................. 
were not to be trusted.13 Juan Matienzo. sent to Potosi to su-
pervise the residenoia of the Liceneiado GOmez Herreros and other 
officials of the city, criticized the officials of the mines for 
their ineptitude. His charges were detailed in his report of De-
cember 23, 1577.14 
It was the responsibility ot the corresidor 1! indios at 
Potosi to see to it that the assigned quota of Indians reported 
to the mines for assignments. 15 !be alcalde de minas and the 
------- -- -----
veedor along with the protector ~ indios supervised the treat-
ment of the Indians and saw to it that the mines were kept in 
good repair. The oftice of protector was eliminated by 1585. 
!he alcalde S! !!! aK9as supervised the vast network ot reser-
I 
voirs and the alS!aoil 2!! cerro enforced the law as constable 
o! the qerro. l6 The collective responsibility of these officials 
assured the continuous exploitation of the mines. 
An70ne desirous to mine was required to file an applica-
tion with the !udiencia !! los Qharcas whose president resided at 
Potosi. Acceptance of the application was based on discoverT of 
a vein. !he licensee was allowed thirty days within whioh to be-
13~ Audienoia 1!! Oharcas, I. pp. 425-426. 
141bid., p. 455. 
15aaring, ~ B:eanish Em:eire, p. 67. 
l'Monumenta Peruana, III. p. 552. 
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gin work or lose the right to exploit his disoovery. Indians 
were allowed ninety days. Any miner had the right to pursue a 
vein, which originated on the site of disoovery, and follow it 
even though it orossed another's property. A provision in the 
mining laws, however, stipulated that the latter be compensated 
for any damage incurred and also awarded a share of the profits 
gained from the ore found on his property.l? If the original 
owner of a mine did not work it for a period ot tour months, the 
mining rights could be transferred to the informer of the infrac-
tion.1S Juan Matienso, a close adviser ot Viceroy Toledo, was 
responsible for originating many laws governing mining in 16th 
oentury PerU. As oidor ~ ~ !!!!! Audienoia A!. Charoas, having 
jurisdiction over Potosi, he outlined the phTsical limitations 
imposed on ownerships of mines as tollows: 
Qualquier descrubidor espanol que descubriere alguna veta 
de metal en algun cerro se le den ochenta varas en largo 
de la veta y quarenta en anaho, y a los demas que se es-
tacasen sesenta de largo y treynta en ancho, y al desaru-
bidor se le de otra mina salteada de aesenta varas, con-
tal que aya dos nymas en medio de ella y de la descubri-
dora. 19 
!hough primitive methods of extracting the silver ore 
were used at Potosi until 1512, the yield of the preoious metal 
l1Franoisco Javier de Gamboa, Oommentaries on the Mining 
Ordinances of ~Pb~f Dedicated to His Oa§liol!c ¥a3e~~arles ttt (translate y RIcaard HeaiStIiId. !Wo vo 8. ( ndon: 
tB;O), Vol. I, pp. 90-91. 
lSRecopilacion, lib. IV, tit. 19, ley 6. 
19Juan Hatienzo, Gobiemo Del PerU. Obra Escrite. En El 
Siglo.m (Buenos Aires: 1910), p.~.- - --
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waS great due to the aoaessability and richness of the ore. Mo-
desto Bargall0, Mexioan historian, estimates that the annual pay 
ment of the quinto £!!l between 1545 and 1564 was tour million 
~esos and the total production of silver during the same period 
was 641,250,000 Mexican pesos, a sum which Alexander von Humbold 
deemed to be correct. 20 the method employed by the Spaniards wa 
that used by the natives in the time ot the Incas: a smelting 
process which utilized suazras, furnaces about three to six teet 
high, placed at the sides of the mountain to take advantage of 
the wind. The disadvantages of the gyarras were that they con-
sumed a great deal of scarce fuel, functioned properly only when 
the wind was blowing in a favorable direotion, and were eftectiv 
only in smelting rich ore.2l Historian Pedro de Angelis in his 
introduction to Juan del Pino Manrique's Descripcion !! Potosi 
observed: 
Who would believe it that, for example, tor more than twen-
ty Tears the only fuel used in separating the silver ore 
trom the slags was straw ••• and that the amalgamation ot 
the metals were accomplished by exposing the metals trom 
twenty-tive to thirty days to the sun. 22 
20z1odesto Bargallo, Le. Miner! .. Z le. Metalurs!a en la Aa-
er1ca Espanola Durante le. ~OCe. 0oloniaI con un "RinalceSO'Drel 
n ustrla ae! HIerro .n~ex:co Desde I .. tnIiiacidn de la !riaepen 
enc a ara!I P.i'eseiii, (Mdxlco. 1 t.J 5;)' , pp. 75=76.--
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He also denounced the lack of any scientific plan in the exploi-
tation of the mines, placing the blame on the benefieladores whom 
he described as "gente vulgar e ignorante."23 While the smeltlns 
process continued to be used at Potosi, Bartolome de Medina in-
troduced in 1556 the patiO process ot amalgamation ot silver ore 
with quicksilver in the Pachua mines ot New Spain. This process 
made possible extraction of satisfactory quantities of silver 
from comparatively poor grade ores which was not possible with 
the use of the guAzra!.24 Fortunately tor Potosi, Viceroy ToledO 
quickly realized the advantages of the Batio process and commis-
sioned Pedro Fernandez de Velasco, a mining expert, to teach this 
method to the miners of Potosi fifteen years after its introduc-
tion in New Spain. 25 Betore the i!tiO process could be put to 
use, the quinto £!!! dropped to 216,517 Resos by 1572, according 
to a study submitted to the Crown by Lamberto de Sierra, treasur-
er ot the Ca~a !!!! i! Potosi, in June of 1784. 26 Sierra's re-
port, whose purpOse was to trace the tinancial output ot the 
22nanr!que, DeSerij@iOn de la Villa Im~erial, II, p. III, 
also, Oanete y Domingues, 10s:!.'l:oI'Onii1, p .!. Dominguez 
states that the fuel used In the smeltIng process was straw whicb 
was plentitul on the Cerro and its surroundings: " ••• llama de un-
as paJar (llamadas hicKo) de que abundaba el Cerro y sus contor-
~os." 
23Manrique, Descri;eoion, II, p. I. 
24Haring, .!!!!. Spanish Empire, p. 245. 
25Canete y Dominguez, Potosi. Colonial, p. 21. 
26Coleccion de Documentos Ineditos, 
l55?, the ~nto amounted to 468,534 :pesos; 
1565, and ,~!4 pesos in 1.566. 
V, pp. 170-183. 
;19,9-44 :pesos in 
In 
mines from its beginning to the last quarter of the 18th centur,y, 
disolosed that the major causes of the decline in the royal tax 
were due to lack of systematic methods of labor at the mines and 
contraband silver sold by Potoainos to Portuguese and other for-
eigners. 27 Perhaps the underlying cause of decline in silver 
production was the exhaustion of the surface ore. The yield ot 
the 1550's and 1560's when "de cada quintal de metal se sacaba 18 
mitad de plata. R28 did not compare with that ot the beginning ot 
the l570·s. The miners were forced to dig deeper tor the elusive 
ore and to take greater chances and risks; but the thought of ex-
perimenting with newer meth.ods ot refining the poorer grade ore 
was seldom considered by maD7 Potosinos. The importance of Tole-
do and the introduction of Ratio process can be fully appreciated 
when viewed against a background of lack of scientific "know-how" 
and declining production. 
Viceroy Toledo, upon his arrival to PerU, undertook a 
tour of inspection of the viceroyalt1 and reached Potosi by 1572. 
There he turned his energies and administrative skills to regula-
ting the labor supply of the mines, pursuing the development ot 
amalgamation of silver ore with quicksilver, and beginning the 
construction of a network of water reservoirs and water-ways to 
assure a continuous water supply to the engines which ground the 
silver ore and to prevent flooding. By modifying the mita, or 
-
27Ibid., p. 183. 
28ulloa, Noticias Americanas, p. 255. 
25 
rotational work assignment, he assured a steady flow of lahorers 
ior the mines, a certain number of Indians drafted tor a set per-
iod. !he mita will be discussed in full in Chapter III. He de-
clared the smelting process obsolete and replaced it with the 
RatiO system "no sin tuerte resistencia de los mineros."29 In 
order to assure ample supplies of mercur.1, Toledo expropriated 
the great mercury mines of Huancaveliea, 800 miles from Potosi, 
and placed them under able administrators who operated them as 
royal monopolies. From 1572 on silver production at Potosi was 
olosely related to mercury production at Huancaveliea, which un-
der new direction began to rise almost immediately. In 1571, un-
der private ownership, 1470 gu1ntales and eleven libras were pro-
duced, while under royal administration production rose to 3687 
guintales only a year after. 30 !he tortuous 800 mile overland 
290apoche, "Relacion ••• ", p. 23; also, Hanke, "Luis Capo-
che and the History of Potos!." Hanke affirms that "in spite of 
To1edo's efforts and improvements, important technical problems 
remained unsolved as the shafts and tunnels penetrated deeper in-
to the mountains," p.~. Oapoche vents his exasperation toward 
his countrymen at Potos!, accusing them of being apathetic and 
hostile toward innovations. Many inventors traveled to Potosi 
with ideas and machines conceived to improve the yield of silver 
by improving the treatment of extracting it from the ore, but on-
ly few were permitted to test them. Oonsequent1y, Oapoche said, 
few innovations were introduced. P. 34. 
30Hatfei and Rua Figueroa, A12untes para una Biblioteca 
EsP!Ao1a, I, p. 484. The following Is mercury productIon at RU-
anoaveIloa mines during Viceroy Toledo's tenure: 
1571 ••• 1470 quintales, 11 libras 1577 ••• 3021 quinta1es, 22 libra. 
1572 ••• ~687 " 11 n 1578 ••• 6126 n 14 tt 
1573 ••• 2100 " 20" 1579 ••• 7008 ., 20" 
1574 ••• 4646 ., 11" 1580 ••• 5300 " 12" 
1575 ••• 4899 ., 11" 1581 ••• 4002 .. 50" 
1576 ••• 2137 n 22" 1582 ••• 8109 ., 14" 
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ute trom Huancavelica to Potosi was abandoned in favor of a 
!he mercury was packed in sheep skin bags at the 
ines and carried by llama pack trains to the village of San Ger-
nimo, twenty-six leagues from Huancavelioa, and from there trans 
erred to mules and brought nine leagues to the coastal town of 
incha on the Pacific Ocean. The mercury was then loaded on ves-
els which made their way to Arioa where it was unloaded and 
or mules and transported to Potosi's government 
arehouses and held in storage for eventual sale and distribution 
o the miners. 31 ~o Toledo, Potosi and Huanoavelica were the ax-
s around which revolved the wheels ot the entire kingdom. 32 
uaneavelica oontinued to produoe an increasing quantity of merc-
reaching a total ot about 11,000 quintales b7 1590, halt of 
hieh was shipped to Potosi. By 1594 the warehouses in the Villa 
perial held a surplus ot 3,000 quintales whose price was set by 
he Ticeroy at eighty-tive pesos per quintal. 33 So etfective was 
he use ot mercury, not onlJ" in the amalgamation process but in 
eteraining the amount needed to produce a given amount of silver 
that it was caretullJ" registered in order to esttaate how 
31Gwendolin B. Cobb, "Supply and Transportation tor the 
tos! Mines, 154.5-1640," :a.A.B.a,t XXIX (February, 1949), 37-38. 
32ViceroJ" TOledO's letter t9 Philip II, dated November 21 
519, quoted in .Go.v.e.r_n.&n .. t.e_s R!! ~ (ed.) Levillier, Vol. 6, 175 
33Guillermo Villena Lohman, La Minas De Huancavel1ea En 
s 81gl08 XVI ~ XVII (Sevilla: 19491; p. 1$5:-a180. Deltrin y-
aspl!. t DoIiCo"Id'ii, p. 99n. Huanoavelloa mercury produotion trom 
511 to 1790 amounted to 1,040,459 gUintales. 
.uch silver the miners were extracting by noting the amount of 
~ercur.1 they had purchased. However, the close surveilance by 
~he royal officials could not prevent Potosinos trom finding new 
~ays to swindle the Crown. 
Viceroy Luis de Velasco (1596-1604) in his Rflacion to ~ 
.uccessor, Viceroy Gaspar de Zuniga, Conde de Monterey, warned 
~he latter that Potosinos were purohasins the meroury on credit 
~rom the government and were in turn selling it at bargain prices 
using the money for personal reasons such as providing a dowr.1 
tor a daughter or repaying a gambling debt. Telasco, wishing to 
put a stop to this chicanery, forbade the re-sale ot mercury at 
prices below those set by the !!!! Hacienda and instructed his of-
ficials to demand a collateral trom the purchasers, hoping eventu* 
ally to receive payment. fbe miners, he intormed his successor, 
~ere a desperate lot and bankruptcy common. However, despite his 
efforts. the viceroy confessed that he had been unable to put a 
stop to the contraband which he estimated at one-hall million 
pesos a year during his administration. 34 !he viceroy's casual 
~emark about bankruptoy indioates that fortunes could be lost as 
.ell as made on the gerro. 
!he patiO system used at Potosi was as follows: the 8il-
~er ore was pounded and pulverized in iron-lined wooden recepta-
~les with wooden stamps having iron heads which weighed tour arro-
~ each, one hundred pounds, moving in a circular motion and 
3~.ltran y Rozpide, Coleccion, pp. 114-115. 
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~ow.r.d by water. The ore was then sifted and the larger part i-
~les returned to the receptacles to be once again crushed. The 
,ine ore was washed by water in large tubs and after the water 
~as drained mercury and a liquid SUbstance of iron were added, 
~ith the content of the tub being stirred at spaced intervals and 
~empered with water. After this operation was deemed sufficient, 
the water and earth were separated and discarded leaving only the 
~etals which were transterred to crucibles and heated. Thus, by 
Means of evaporation the mercury was removed from the silver. 35 
fae purity of the silver depended on the amount ot iron and mer-
~ur.T which was lett with the silver. It was the responsibility 
of the ensayador to mark the silver bullion as to its purity. 
Yater at POtosi always presented a problem. Lack of it 
interfered with the proper operation of the engines and the wash-
ing of the ore; on the other hand, an over-abundance created prob 
Lems of inundation of the mines and landslides. Oanete y Domin-
~ez describes climatic conditions at the Villa: 
though Potosi is in the tropics it is very cold due to the 
icy winds that sweep upon it from the snowy Oordilleras. 
It rains incessantly from November to March. Hail, ice, 
and heavy snow falls and turious winds from Hay to Septem-
ber beat upon Potos!, (especially) the unhealthy and furi-
ous northern TomahVi wind. 36 
~illiam E. Rudolph, who visited Potos! tor two years on a grant 
~rom the American GeoS£aphical Soc1etl. measured the yearly pre-
pipitation, 1934-1936, at about twenty-tive inches or rain-tall 
3~iaCay, ! Relation £!~. ~. ~.'~ Voyage, pp. 73-74. 
360adete y Dominguez, Potos! Colonial, p. 137. 
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in only three months of the rainy season, and practically no mea-
surable preoipitation for the rest of the year. 37 fhe problem ot 
water retention and its vital importance to the Villa was recog-
pized by Viceroy Toledo three hundred and sixty-two years before 
~dolph. The viceroy initiated plans for an extensive water work 
~hioh included the building of a large artificial lake. The lake 
~as named Tabacco ~ and later renamed Chalviri, located seven 
~ilometers south-east of the Cerro and built with a force of twen-
ty thousand Indians. 38 This pro~ect, begun in 1573 and completed 
in 1621,39 resulted in a water system which ultimately consisted 
Df thirty-two lakes or reservoirs with a combined capacity of six 
~illion metric tons of water supplying one hundred and twenty 
aills which ground the silver ore.40 Wood had to be brought to 
potosi trom great distances ~and some beams tor the mills were so 
large that they required sixty Indians to move them. n41 The her-
oulean task begun by the viceroy continued long after his depar-
ture trom Peru, but his was the moving spirit which gave impetus 
to the project. An ingenious channel, the Ribera ~ !! Vera .2!:!!! 
37William E. Rudolph, "The Lakes ot Potosi," American Geo~ 
~aphical Societl. XXVI, No.4 (October, 1936), p. 53D. ---
38Ibid., p. 53lf~ also, Albaro Alonso Barba, A Oollection 
eo! Scarce ana-VaJ.uable Treaties UsOf Metals, Mines, ina: Mlierals. 
f.ranslated-OY tne Earl of Sandwio LOndon: 1?~8). p:-79. 
39Ibid., p. 529; also. Abelardo Villalpaudo Retamozo, La 
Question Del Indio (Potosi, Bolivia: 1939). p. 14. Retamozo --
states th~8~O,OOO mitayos were required to tinish the lakes o~ 
Potosi. 
4Oaanke, ~ Villa Imperial ~ Potosi, p. 45. 
41Hanke , "Luis Oapoohe and the History of Potosi," p. ". 
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~ Potosi, five kilometers long and eight meters wide, was ted b7 
~ system of aqueducts that conveyed water from the several lakes. 
~e channel crossed through the city and ultimately cascaded trom 
~ height of tive hundred and ninety-four meters to the mills be-
low the city, its toree generating a steady six hundred horse-
power for the wooden wheels of the mills. The dams of the arti-
ficial lakes or reservoirs were built ~f earth and masonry and 
measured eight meters in height and ten to twelve meters in thick~ 
ness.42 On March 15. 1626, the San lldetonso dam burst, destroy-
ing one hundred and twenty-six at the one hundred and thirty-two 
mills, sweeping away over forty-six blocks of Spanish quarters 
and three hundred and seventy houses along with eight hundred In-
~ian ranchos. !he death toll was placed at tour thousand people 
~d property damage at twelve thousand Eeso~. !he dam was re-
~aired and restored to operation.43 
The necessity to dig deeper into the earth to follow the 
silver veins resulted in the building of tunnels or sacavones, 
which facilitated the mining of the ore and the carrying of it to 
the opening of the pits, whence it was oarried on the backs of 
the ,italos. 80 successful did they prove to be that the vice-
roys encouraged anyone to build them. The Jesuit, Jose de Acosta, 
~ho visited Potosi in 1;85, recorded in his history of the Indies 
. 
that while he was there eight sacavones were in existenoe at the 
42Rudolph, "The Lakes of Potosi." p. 533. 
43 . ~., p. 537. also, Martinez y Vela, Anales, p. 119. 
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Cerro, being about two estados in width and one estado in height, 
and the largest, which had been named the Venino. had been twent1~ 
seven years in the making.44 !he builder of a aacav6n had the li~ 
cense to follow a vein no matter in what direction it led, even 
on someone's property. There were sever~l options which could be 
exercised by the owner of the mine and the builder of a sacavon: 
an individual or individuals could build a tunnel or shaft and 
receive a stated royalty from the owner of the mine. If the 
builder or builders engaged in mining, they paid to the owner 
one-fourth of the ore extracted on the latter's property and one-
third if the owner shared in the expense of building the saca-
~.45 !he financial arrangements varied through the years, 
since Luis Oapoche stated in his RelacioD that builders of saca-
~ones received one-tifth of the ore mined from the miners who 
_ade use of the sacavones.46 Capoche, owner and operator of a 
~il ver mill at Potosi, was an ardent supporter of the importance 
pf tunnels at the Cerro. The tunnels were dug by hand and the 
twalls were supported with stones or timber. Blasting powder was 
~ot allowed to be used by the vioeroys. When it was employed, it 
~roved to be dangerous, costly, and wasteful.47 The Jesuit his-
"Joseph De Acosta, The Natural and Moral History of the 
Indies. 2 Vols. Translatedoy Edward Gffiston in n~9"4. m1tiCr 
by Olements R. Markham (London: 1880), p. 207. 
45r1atienzo, Gobi.rno 1!!l Peru, p. 83. 
460apoche, "Relacion •••• " p. 104. Sacavones were shatts 
cut vertioally into the Cerro and then I~!ng norlzontally to 
connect the prinoiple veIns. 
4?Gwendolin B. Cobb, "Potosi, A South America Mining lron~ 
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torian Bernabe Cobo placed the cost of building a "fairly large" 
sacaTon at twenty to thirty thousand ~esos,48 but the large expen~ 
~itures were well worth it. The ~ ~, which became legen-
~ar,y for the great quantity of silver found in it, was exploited 
~ith greater 1ntensity only through the aid of saeavones. Bar-
ga.llo states: 
La Vita Rica tenfa 18 minas y algunas de 180 estados y 
aun 200 de profund1dad; los saoavones va de un lado del 
cerro, por los euales se entra y sale a paso llano y por 
ell os se saoan los minerales con fa01lidad. 49 
The ore brought to the surface was packed on alpacas and brought 
to the mills below the Cerro. 
The twelve year rule of Toledo 1n PerU was marked with 
progress and some systematization of min1ng methods at Potosi and 
Huancavelica, but the problems at both mining centers were more 
~nvolved than the mere introduction of more advanced m1ning meth-
pds. There were no schools to train miners in up-to-date mining 
~echn1ques; officials on the local level laoked suffioient know-
~edge to manage the operation of the mines; violations at the 
~inea could be overlooked by bribing the right persons; and the 
~istance between Lima and Potosi limited the viceroys' etfective-
pess in demanding compliance with the mining laws and regulations 
~iert" Greater American Essays in Honor ~ George ~olton (Berkel7 
~945), pp. 38-513. --
48Bernabe Cobo, Hiatoria Del Nuevo Mundo. 4 Vols. (Se-
Villa: 1890). I, p. 306. ---
49Jargallot La Mineria ••• , p. 89. 
-
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O~ no little perplexity were the masters or the mines who were 
ost reluctant to abide by any legislation which clashed with 
their designs. Hence, regulations were diEregarded in many in-
stances not because of inherent faults found in them, but because 
they d,id not serve \vhat the miners thought were their best inter-
ests. Local customs of long standing were difficult to suppress. 
One of these was allowing the hacendados of Potos! to mine on 
their own account from Saturday night to Monday morning, paying 
to the owners of the mines one-third of whatever they dug. The 
inexperience and recklessness of these week-end miners contribu-
ted to serious problems at the mines. A description of the Oarr 
in the 17th century reveals the chaotic conditions: 
~odo eeta horodado como una cascabel} y los 1abores anti-
guas y modemas son tantos que se cruzan p~r 10 interior 
de sus entranas como los vacioa de una esponja. No solo 
los minaros traginan incesantemente estos lugares, sino 
principalmente los Oapchas, ~ue penetran con su codlc1a 
los abismos m~s lndondables del Cerro, 11evando todos el-
Ias au trabajo trastarnado por 1a ambicion, sin abster-
nerse de derribar puentes, destruit los frontones, y hacer 
cuanto dane pueden en e1 corto espacio de tlempo que se 
los to1era. 50 
Hiram Bingham who visited Potosi in 1910, reported that records 
showed that five thousand licenses had been issued to search for 
silver at the Cerro from 1545 to the end of the Colonial period?l 
!he administration of the mines of Potosi was a challeng 
5°Maffei and Jigueroa, Apuntes, II, p. 146. 
51Hiram Bingham, Across South America, 
from Buenos Aires to tIma.bt wei of P Iriintlna, -on!le, and .?Jl~ Bos on ~~..;.;;. 
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of no mean proportion to honest officials and an opportunity to 
gain illicit wealth for those who were willing to use their of~ 
for that purpose. Official correspondence with the Crown fills 
entire volumes which report acts of dishonesty committed by royal 
officials. 52 Pedro Cieza de Leon, soldier, traveller, and his-
torian of the 16th century, described an incident that he wit-
nessed at Potos! in 1549, in the following words: 
El licenciado Polo, que cada sabado en au propia casa, 
donde estaban las caja~ de las t~es llaves (Caja Real or 
royal treasury) se hacia tundicion, y de los quintos reales 
ven!an a su Majestad treinta mil pesos, y veinte y cinco, 
y algunos poco menos y algunos mas de cuarenta. Y con sa-
car tanta grandeza que montaba el quinto de la plata que 
pertenece a su Maje.tad mas de ciento y veinte m1l castel-
lanos cada mes, dec!an que salta poca plata y que no anda-
ban las minas buenas. 53 
However, not all dishonest acts were overlooked by the authori-
~ies, as reported by Capoche. Veeder Francisco de Oruno ordered 
that a certain mine be closed until needed repairs were made, de-
~lar1ng that the mine was unsafe. The master ot the mine disre-
~rded the order and forced his Indians to continue to work. The 
~1ne caved in killing twenty-eight Indians. Brought before the 
~udiencia ~ Charcas, the miner was found guilty of gross negli-
gence and tined 8,000 pesos. 54 Generally, however, royal offi-
cials were no match tor the cunning Potosinos who excelled in de-
52S~e: La Audiencia de Charcas (ed.) Levillier; Gobernan-!!! ~ ~ (e!7) tevllilerr-and Ulloa. Noticias Americanas. 
53Pedro Cieza de Leon, !a Croniea Del Peru, 2£B ~ ~ 
~ (Madrid: 1932), p. 310. - - -
54Capoche, "Relacion ••• ," p. 158. 
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frauding the royal treasury. The report of the Crown's treasurer 
Lamberto de Sierra, in the last quarter of the 18th oentury, 
clearly showed that greater quantities of silver were mined and 
~isposed of olandestinely in order to avoid payment of the guinto 
~eal. Quantities, if deolared, would have tripled or quadrupled 
. 
the royal fifth.55 
A combination of oauses oontributed to a decline of sil-
~er production at Potosi by 164056 trom which the Villa never re-
~overed. Huancavelica's mercury mines, for some time straining 
~o meet the needs of Potosi for that metal, could no longer sup-
ply it in sufficient quantities. As early as 1585 Capoche had 
~uestioned the decision vt the Conde del Villar to ignore the 
~gh consumption of mercury while overlooking a method developed 
py Carlos Corso de Leca which required much less meroury.57 Un-
~oubtedly, the rising oost of mercury forced many miners with 
~imited capital out ot business. When Juan del Pino Manrique ar-
~ived in Peru in 1784 to serve as gobernador intendente,58 he 
55Letter of Lamberto de Sierra of June 16, 1784, to Char-
es III in COleccion de Documentos Ineditos, p. 183. 
-
56olloa, Noticias Amerioanas, pp. 256-258; also Hanke, La 
~i1la Imperial ~ Potos!, p. m. -
57Hanke , "Luis Capoche and the History of Potosi," p. 34. 
58Har1ng, Spanish EmJ2ire, pp. 134-137. The Intendent sys-
~em was a reorganization o? 100al government in the oolonies. The 
ntendentes replaced the ~obernadores, oorregidores, and alcaldes 
lajores, along with the f1nancial juris!Iction or the OffIoials 
~:r the exchequer. fhe purpose of this new system was to increase 
~07al revenues by improving the administration ot the colonies. 
~ch of the eight intendencias in Pe~ had a gobernador intenden-
lee 
,70 
,ound very little technical knowledge about mining procedures at 
~otosi.59 Several years later Antonio de Ulloa. Spanish scien-
~ist commissioned by the Crown to inspect the oolonies, accused 
~he miners of Potosi of wasting mercury. stating that when mercu-
~y had first been used. a gulntal yielded fifty libras of silver 
~orth one hundred marcos; now (1792). the yield is only four !!£-
~ of silver for every fifty quintales of mercury used. 60 These 
~acts caused Ulloa to d.oubt the competence of the miners whose 
wasteful management of mercury had caused the shortage of that 
metal. It became necessary to import mercury from Spain, thus 
causing the price to spiral upward. Hence, scarcity of mercurYt 
technological backwardness. and waste at Potos! contributed to 
the unhappy results. 
, 
Jose de Galvez, Charles lIlts colonial minister, com-
~iled a report which was presented to the Crown in 1771 calling 
~or reforms and re-organization of the colonial mining industry. 
Eventually, the king acted upon this report that led to the com-
pilation of the Ordenanzas ~ minerla which were finally drawn up 
in 1783. In the same year a mining guild was established. the 
Real ouerpa !! miner1a, as a result of Galvez' report. The Orde-
-
~anzas called for the setting up of a central tribunal in M!xioo 
City having supreme jurisdiction over all the viceroyalties and a 
provincial court of delegation in each mining district composed 
59Hanke • ~ Villa Imperial ~ Potosi. pp. 47-48. 
60Ulloa, Noticias Americanas, p. 255. 
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of elected representat1ves from the mine owners and operators. 
The oentral tr1bunal consisted of a Director-General, an Adminis-
trator-General, and three Deputies-General. The first Director-
General was Fausto de Elhuyar apPointed by Galvez in 17S6.61 As 
part of the re-organization ot the mining industry, thirteen Ger-
~an mining experts were sent to Peru in order to improve existins 
methods already in use at the mines. The group headed by Baron 
Thaddeus von Nordenflicht arrived in Peru in 1789.62 
Anthony Z. Halms, a member of the Nordenflicht mission, 
recorded his frustrating experiences at Huancaveliea and Potosi 
experienced during his four years' stay. At Huaneavelica he was 
unsuccessful in convincing the mining authorities to build six-
teen new furnaces to replace seventy-five obsolete ones.63 He 
then moved on to Potosi where his disappointment increased when 
he met with as much resistance as he had encountered at Huanoavel-
ioa. His words blister with indignation recalling the opposit1on 
of the Potosinos: 
••• still greater, if possible, was the ignorance of the 
direotors of the smelting-houses and refining works at 
61Fausto de Elh1lY'ar was a Spanish engineer trained in Gert-
~any and Scandinavia. His skill and knowledge of mining teoh-
niques was unparalleled in Spain. Haring, Spanish EmEire, p. 24e. 
62Ibid., pp. 246-248; also, The Ordinances of the Mines 
~. New Sparn:- franslated from the orIiinai SEan!sh:- WIth obser-
vatIOns ;gon the mInes and-mIning-assocla£Ions, translate! by 
,Charles omson-(tondon:-ISZ5), p. 9. 
63Arthur Preston Whitaker, The Huancavelica Mercury Mine-
A Contribution to the HistoEl of the-!ourbon ~enalssance In tne 
SpanISh EmpIre roambndge: 194I) , P. 69. - -
Potos!; by their method of amalgamation they were soaroely 
able to gain two-thirds of the silver oontained in the rude 
ore; and for every mark of pure silver gained, destroyed 
one and frequently two, marks of quicksilver. Indeed, all 
the operations of the mines at Potosi ••• are oonducted in 
so slovenly, wasteful. and unscientific a manner, that, to 
compare the exoellent method of amalgamation praotioed in 
Europe, with the barbarous process used by the Indians and 
Spaniards, would be an insult to the understanding of my 
readers. 64-
~elms accused the delegates in the mining districts of trying to 
~nrieh themselves through aots of tyranny while the Viceroy in 
Lima remained indifferent to what was happening. 65 He charged 
~hat the mines were being worked in total disregard of mining 
l.aws and regulations, as if "merely tor the sake of plunder" and 
leaving the mines in wretched condition. 66 
Summarizing the efforts of the Mission, C. R. Haring pla-
ces its failure on the owners and operators of the mines who were 
unwilling to depart from the established customs, and on the lo-
cal deputies who were for the most part corrupt, inefficient, and 
~isposed to favoritism. 67 The Nordenflicht Mission thus ended 
~ithout effecting any changes at Potosi and Huancavelica, costing 
~he Crown over 400,000 Resos68 when it formally disbanded in 
~ailure by 1810.69 
64Anthony Z. Helms, Travels ~ Buenos Aires ~ Potosi 
~ Lima (London: 1806), p. 45. 
65Ibid •• p. 87. 
66 Ibid., p. 102. 
-67Haring, Spanish Empire, p. 249. 
68Ibid •• p. 249 n. 
-
69Whltaker, ~ Huancavelica MeroR£l ~, p. 69. 
CHAPTER III 
THE MITA: INDIAN LABOR IN THE MINES OF POTOSI 
It is an unquestioned fact that working conditions 
~hroughout Europe remained rigorous well into the 16th century; 
~hus, it is not surprising that similar conditions prevailed in 
~he Spanish colonies throughout the colonial period. The Spanish 
~rown. unlike many European governments, as early as 1512 had 
~aken steps to safeguard the well-being of the Indians with the 
enactment of the Laws of Burgos which decreed that encomenderos 
supply Indians with food, build houses, Christianize them, and 
educate Indian chiefs and their sons in return for Indian labor. 
In 1542 Charles V promulgated the New Laws which, among other 
things, freed the Indians from personal service to the encomen-
~eros and moderated tribute payments. l Many other directives 
~ere dispatched to colonial administrators insisting on proper 
~reatment of the natives. However, royal decrees were commonly 
~gnored. The Recopilacion ~ leyes A! 12! reynos ~ ~ Indiaa 
~s perhaps the greatest collection of laws compiled by any colon-
~al power for the administration of conquered territory, but as 
~hur Zimmerman stated, "to reconstruct, therefore, the Spanish 
lArthur F. Zimmerman, Francisco de Toledo, Fifth Vicerol 
ef Peru ~69-1581 (Caldwell, I4aho: 19381; pp. 39-41; also, Les-
rey~s paon, !he Encomienda !a !!! Spain (Berkeley: 1929). 
39 
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polonial system on the basis of the Recopilacion alone would be 
to reconstruct a Utopia that never existed."2 The execution of 
the royal legislation was entrusted to administrators whose sense 
of duty, at times, was tempered by the pursuit of self-interest 
and the great distance which separated them from Spain. This 
chapter will deal with the colonial administrators with special 
emphasis on the m!!! of the silver mines of Potosi. 
Luis de Velasco, ninth viceroy of PerU (1596-1604), de-
fined the mita, as conceived by the Incas, as "repartimiento limi-
tado de los indios que han de servir en cada provincia para que 
por su turno (0 vez) vayan todos entrando en el."' In pre-Hispa-
nio times the Indians were required to render service to the In-
~as by working for well-defined periods on the construction of 
~ads, by tending the flocks, making silver objects and pottery, 
~ultivating and harvesting the fields, and working the mines. 
~any of their chores benefited the oommunity as a whole as well 
as the Incas. The workers were chosen for their ability to ful-
fill certain tasks in an alloted time, leaving them sufficient 
leisure to tend to their personal pursuits. 4 With the discovery 
2Zimmerman, FranciSCO de Toledo. p. 8. 
-
'nRelacion Del Sr. Virrey, D. Luis De Velas.co, Al Sr. Con-
~e De Monterrey Sobre El Estado Del PerU," Coleccion De Las Mem-
orias Q Relaciones ~ Eseriben ~ Virreles Del Peru: •• ;-p.-rn9. 
4Francisco Falcon, "Representacion Hecha Por El Licencia-
do Falcon en Concilio Provincial, Sobre Los Danos y Molestias Que 
Se Hacen A Los Indios,lf Informaciones Acerca de la Religi6n 1:. Go-
blemo A! ~ Incas (ed.' HoracIo H. Urtega (IrmiT 1918), p. 144. 
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of precious ores in the viceroyalty of PerU, however, the Span-
iards required large numbers of Indians especially in the mining 
frontier of Potos!.5 Precedent for paid forced labor of Indians 
in the mines and factories is found in the practice of the Span-
ish corregidores de indios, in charge of collecting tribute from 
the Orown Indians, who hired out the natives to anyone who neede 
laborers.6 Therefore, it became apparent to Spanish colonial ad-
inistrators that the Indians constituted an easily available 
001 of workers with whom exploitation of the mines could be a-
hieved. It is the consensus of many historians that the system 
of forced labor in Peru was effectively organized by Toledo, 
fifth viceroy of PerU.? Whether Toledo was inspired by the Inc 
system or by his fellow Spaniards is debatable, however, Philip 
eans accusingly declares that though Viceroy Toledo could find 
Incaic precedent in the mita, he had perverted this system. Un-
er the Inca rule, asserts Means, the caciques had little power 
over the Indians but gained civil and criminal jurisdiction unde 
5Audiencia de Oharcas, I. p. 683. Letter of October 1, 
sent by Potosinos to the Presidente and Oidores de la Audi-
..... ;.;;.;:;.,;;;. requestilig more !ndians. - - -
6aaring, Spanish Empire, p. 58. 
?James J. Carney, Jr., "The Legal Theory of Forced Labor 
in the Spanish Oolonies," University of Miami Hispanic-American 
S es. No.3. (Eds.) Ro~ert t. RONICoil, 3. RIrs OWre (Ooral 
Gables, Florida: 1942), p. 33; also, Oapoch~. "Relacion ••• " (ed.) 
anke, notas, p. 55; also, Coleccion De Las Memorias 0 Relaciones 
e Escrlben Los Virreyes ••• (ed., !eItran-y Rdzpide,-I, pp. -
; also, PhIIIp I. Means, Fall of the Inca EmEire and the spay-
ish Rule in Perd: l2!O-1?80 tBiW YOr~London: 193~)~.-r;o; a -
so, GUIrlermo-tObman 'Iliena, EI Conde De Lemos Virre~ Del PerU (Madrid: 1946), p. 246; also, !tarIng, ~ Spanisn Eliiplre;-p. ss. 
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the system developed by the Viceroy. This power, Means continuesp 
~ecame an oppressive tool which the caCiques wielded for their 
~wn aggrandizement at the expense of the Indians.8 There is no 
~v1dence, however, that points to an attempt by Toledo to secure 
~he cooperation of the cacigues at the expense of the Indians. 
Pn the contrary, corregidores and alcaldes mayores were instruc-
~ed to protect the Indians from their cacigues,9 to make sure 
~hat the natives were paid their wages,lO and to see that crimes 
oommitted against them be punished with greater severity than 
those committed against Spaniards. ll 
Viceroy Toledo designated an area of 150 leagues around 
Potosi and divided it into sixteen provinces with 119 pueblos 
trom which a yearly quota of approximately 13,000 Indians between 
the ages of eighteen and fifty, in good health, was drawn and di-
vided into three shifts of four months each.12 The mita was 
........... 
based on one-seventh of eligible Indians; hence, a mitayo who 
finished his turn was not subject to reoall for another seven 
8Means, Fall of the Inca Empire, pp. 129-130; also, Cris-
tobal De Molina,~ nispobliCIOn Del Peru," Las Cronic as De Los 
~olinas (ed.) Francisco A. Loayza. Grandes Libras De Historia--
~erlcana, Serie I, Tomo IV (Lima: 1943), p. 80; La Audiencia De 
Charcas (ed.) Levillier, I, p. 455; Villena Lohma~ ![ donde De 
uemos, pp. 248-249. 
. 9Recopilacion, lib. VI, tit. 2, ley 24. 
lOIbid., lIb VI, tit. 15, ley 9. 
ll~., lib VI, tit. 10, ley 21. 
l2Villena Lohman, El Conde De Lemos, p. 247; also, Maffei 
~d Figueroa, Apuntes, II:-pp. 193=t94. 
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rears.13 The corregidorea ~ indios and the Indi~l cacigues of 
~ach pueblo were responsible for meeting the quota and sending 
~he recruits on their way to Potosi where they would be assigned 
~o licensed miners for appointed periods. Only Viceroys, presi-
~ents, or governors were authorized to determine or change the 
~orking hours. 14 Generally. the work week was set a"t five days 
~ith work starting at seven in the morning and ending at six in 
~he evening. 15 To supplement the ~, steps were taken to estab 
~ish Indian pueblos or reductions around mining centers,l6 such 
~s Potosi, and to encourage free laborers to work at the mines. l ? 
~e Crown expressly forbade the dislocation of Indians from warm 
~egions to cold oneal~d prohibited the use of Indians assigned 
~o mining for any other work.19 Systematically, the mitayos were 
~ent to Potos! from the following corregimientos: Arequipa, Nu-
~stra Senora de 1a Paz, Urcos, Porco, Chicas, Chayanta, Cochabam-
pa, Challacollo, Canas, Canshes, Carangas, Sicasica, Pacajes, 
Phucuito, Copacavana, and Pancarcol1a. These corregimientos em-
13Recopilacion, lib. VI, tit. 12, ley 21. 
14Ibid., lib. VI, tit. 12, ley 12. 
15EmiliO Romero, Hlstoria Econ~ica ~ Financeria Del PerU 
~t1guo ~ Z V1rreynato (Lima: 1937), p. 147. --- ----
16Recop11ac1on, lib. VI, tit. 3, ley 9. 
l?Ibid lib VI tit 15 ley 2-, also Hanke, tlL:t·'<:s· Capo-. , . , . , ' ....... 
~he and the1fi'story of Potos!," p. 38. Free laborers were called 
n1ngados. 
l8Recopi1acion, lib. VI, tit. 1, ley 3. 
19~., lib. VI, tit. 15, ley 15. 
braced an area extending from twenty-five miles south-east of Cuz· 
co down to and around Lake Titicaca and running south-easterly 
along the eastern side of Lake Popo and from there down to and 
around Potosi. 20 
The mitayos scarcely satisfied the labor needs of the Cer 
ro; thus the shortage of laborers opened the door to abuses and 
corruption. Spaniards who had Indians in their service attempted 
to hire them out to miners, though forbidden by a law of 1549 
~hich imposed a penalty of one hundred thousand maravedis and loa 
~f their charges. 2l Even the corregidores who were charged to 
convert the Indians, to tax them justly, to prevent the Indian 
chiefs and lay or religious Spaniards from stealing from them, in 
iulged in hiring out natives to miners, thus supplementing their 
~odest salaries. The corregidor of Potosi earned a salary of on-
~y 2,000 pesos. 22 Cristobal de Molina who was pastor of Our Lady 
pf OUr Remedies chapel in the hospital of Cuzco in 1553, des-
~ribes the methods employed by the corregidor in exploiting the 
~ndians in these words: 
The corregidor forces the Indians to make yearly 3,000 
lengths of rope which he has sold in PotosI for 40,000 
pesos. He pays, if he chooses to pay at all, such small 
wages to the Indians that it is nearly the same as if he 
did not pay them ••• He forces Indians to work in the mines 
20rteans t Fall£! !a!. 1!!!! Empire, pp. 185-186. 
21 .' Recopi1aeion, lib. V, tit. 2, l~ 26; also t Villena ~hman, El Oorregldor De Indios En E1 Peru Bajo Los Austrias 
KMadrid:19;?), p. ;~9:- - - - -
22Recopi1aeion, lib. V, tit. 2, ley 1. 
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100 or 200 leagues from their homes, and for himself ••• He 
buys and sells Indians uprooting them from their homes and 
the climate to which they are accustomed, and causing some 
to die. In other words, the Indians from the Sierra are 
sent to the plains and those trom the hot valleys to Poto-
si. 23 
~e corregidor was all-powerful in his corregiemiento. Not even 
the thought of the residencia, a review ot his conduct while in 
pffice, tempered his actions. Often the judges of the resideneia 
~ere contacted by a representative of the corregidor and offered 
~ substantial bribe, thus "practically all of the corregidores 
~ere acquitted without a blemish.,,24 Antonio de Ulloa, in review-
~ng many matters pertaining to Peru from the beginning of the 
~olonial period to the last quarter of the 18th eentury,bald the 
~orregidor in low repute. He reported that in a certain town of 
Peru there was a bag in the office of the corregidor which con-
~ained 4,000 Eesos, representing the pay-off of the departing 
corresidor to the judge of the residencia and to his successor. 
The bag had not been opened for many years, being handed down 
from corregidor to corresidor. 25 Ulloa's investigation also re-
~ealed that corregidores made a practice of taking census ot In-
~ians in every Eueblo under their jurisdiction and assigning them 
23Molina, "La Despoblacion Del PerU," Las Crdnicas ••• ,pp. 
~1-82. Cristobal de 1101ina, ftEl Almagrista. It 't'Ook part In the ex-
~edition of the Conquistador Diego de Almagro in the conquest of 
Peru. The RecoEIlaci3n, lIb. v, tit. 2, ley 25, states that no 
governor, corregidor, or ecclesiastic could force Indians to man-
Ufacture ropes lor them. 
24Castaneda, "The 6orregidor in Spanish Colonial Adminis-
tration," R.A.H.R., p. 466. 
25Ulloa • Notic1as Sacretas, pp. 259-261. 
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merchandise, repartimiento ~ mereaderia. of doubtful value and 
extremely over-priced. The Indians had two and one-half years to 
pay for it before they were forced again to buy more worthless 
merchandise. 26 There is no reason to assume that the Indians of 
Potosi escaped the greed of these officials who reduced "the peo-
ple in such misery that it cannot be compared with that of the 
most wretched people in the world.,,2? 
Sundays and holy days were days of rest. 28 On Monday mor~ 
ning the Indians were collected at the foot of the Cerro where tb~ 
corregidor ~ minas distributed them to the masters of the mines, 
to work until the following Saturday. Each Monday the Indians 
were counted and a record made of those who had died, been in-
jured, or had escaped. This procedure required the better part d 
the day causing irritation among the miners and officials who com~ 
plained that it was not until the next day that work was effec-
tively begun.29 The oaciques were required to replace those In-
aians from their districts who had died, who were unable to work 
any longer, or who had escaped, or face a fine of seven and one-
naIf petacones a week tor each replacement they were unable to 
to provide.;O This regulation caused the caciques to press very 
26Ibid., p. 244. 
-
2?Ibid. 
28Recopilacion, lib. It tit. I, ley 14. 
29Villena Lohman, El Conde De Lemos, p. 247. 
- - -----
;OIbid •• p. 248. 
-
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hard for more laborers, who in order to avoid being drafted, 
paid off handsomely. 31 Those who could not af.ford to pay fled in 
large numbers. 32 Work in the mines of Potoslhad always taken a 
toll among the predominantly pastoral Indians. While the m1ta 
-
had been intended to distribute the work-load evenly, collusion 
among miners, corregidores and cacigues actually made possible 
the detention of the m1tayos beyond the stated work period, over-
drawing on the quota. and often not meeting the quota. 33 In his 
Relaoion to his successor, Viceroy Juan de Mendoza y Luna. Mar-
,ues de Monteso1aros (1607-1615), advised the Principe de Esqui-
laohe that some Indian pueblos had quotas of one-sixth or one-
fifth of eligible males rather than the customary one-seventh. 34 
Viceroy Francisco de ~orgia Aragon (1616-1621) informed 
the incoming viceroy. Diego Fernandez de Cordoba, Marques de Gua-
daloazar (1621-1627). that the mines have greatly suffered in re-
oent years from the praotice of commuting the work of the Indians 
in the mines tor a money payment. 35 Forty-six years later, dur-
ing the rule of Viceroy Pedro FernAndez de Castro y Andrade, oon-
de de Lemus (1667-1672), it was estimated that the practice was 
still in effect and that oommutation money amounted to 700,000 
31Ibid., p. 249. 
-
32Ibid., p. 251. 
-33~., pp. 248-249. 
34_C_o""""'l .... e_c_c_i .... o .... n R! !!!! Memorias ••• , I, p. 161. 
35 Ibid., p. 223. 
-
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pesos yearly. Some Indians were shifted at will from one mine to 
another because some miners were able to obtain more than their 
share of mitayos. They, therefore, hired out a number of them tc 
other miners and received as much as 365 pesos a year for each 
Indian. This chicanery gained profits which were not reported 
and thus escaped the royal tax. 36 
Those who saw the operations at the mines and the work 
expected. from the Indians were appalled at the sight. Fray Do-
mingo de Santo Tomas, a disciple of Bartolome de las Casas, wrote 
to the Council of the Indies twenty years before the arrival of 
Toledo in Peru that Potosi was "una boca del inferno que se tra-
gaba anualmente miles de inocentes y pacificos indios," and ac-
cused the Spaniards of treating the Indians like "animales sin 
dueno" by forcing them into the mines where many perished. 37 
The Licenciado Lope Garcia de Castro, who ruled Peru as provi-
sional viceroy until th.e arrival of Toledo, informed the Crown in 
his report ot January 12. 1566, ot the lack ot justice shown 
toward the Indians in the district administered by the Audiencia 
~ Charcas. 38 In 1577 the Licenciado Juan Matienao, oidor de 1a 
Audiencia de Charcas trom 1561 to 1579, advised the Crown that 
during his stay at Potos! he found mines inundated and in bad re-
36Villena Lohman, !! Conde R! Lemos, p. 251. 
37Hanke , ~ Villa Imperial ~ Potosi, p. 51. 
38Gobernantes Del PerU (ad.) Levillier, III, pp. 131-143. 
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pair. 39 In his Relaeion of 1604 Vioeroy Velasoo wrote, for the 
benefit of his successor, the Oonde de Monterey, that many Indi-
ans became ill and died in the mines of Potosi because of the ex-
cessive work. 40 Unquestionably, the Indians were not physically 
or emotionally prepared to endure the fever-pitch pace set by the 
Spaniards who, in the words of Viceroy Diego Lopez de Zuniga y 
Velasco (1563-1566), would rather die of hunger than work in the 
~ines.41 However, the viceroy dismissed suggestions to use Ne-
groes in the mines rather than Indians because the former were 
not acoustomed to the cold climate of Potosi, while the latter 
could be induced to work by treating them well and paying good 
wages. 42 While the welfare of the Indians was of great concern 
to the Crown and some Potosinos, it was not shared by the majori-
ty of the miners intent on exploiting the riches of the Oerro: 
La mayor parte de los mineros ••• dan de dla y de noche mo-
lestisimas tareas a los IndiOS, y siempre les pareee que 
trabajan poco.; que euando la eodieia hace ofie10 de obre-
ro, no hay peon tan alentado que no parezea lerdo, ni dil-
igenoia que no par.zca sorma. 43 
39~ Audienoia ~ Oharoas (ad.) Levil11er, III, p. 457. 
~elac16n Del Sr. Virrey, D. Luis De Velasco, Al Sr. 
Oonde De Monterey Sobre El Estado Del PerU, ft Ooleccion De Las 
Hemorias ••• , p. 109. -----
4100nstantinO Bayle, S. I., Espana En Indias, Nuevas Ata-
loues Z Nuevas Defensas (Vitor1a: 1934), p. ~l. ---
42Ibid • 
43Villena Lohman, El Correg1dor De IndiOS En El PerU, pp. 
132-133; also, Hanke, "LuIS Oapoche andthe HIstory Of t'otosi,n 
~. 41. Capoehe states that some Spanish masters abused the In-
dians. 
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Fray Antonio de La Oalancha (1584-1654), renowned Peruvian chron-
icler, denounced the suffering of the mitayos of Potosi as fol-
lows: "Oh, how cruel is nearly every official of the mines to the 
miserable Indians. The supervisors are without pity. How deaf 
is justice! How blind are their consciencesl lt44 
The plight of the Indians had been recognized by the 
Crown for some time and steps had been taken to lessen their 
load. In 1609 ib was decreed that henceforth Negroes and not In-
dians should be employed in removing water from inundated mines~5 
fo supplement the work of the mitalos, Spaniards, mestizos, Ne-
groes and free mulattos were to be induced to work in the mines~ 
~orking conditions for the mitayos oi Potosi and the rest of Pe-
~, however, did not improve appreciably with time. Don Diego de 
~una, Protector-General of the Indians in Peru, in his Memoria of 
~629 advised the Orown that the mita threatened the Indians with 
-~xtinction and suggested that it be abolished.4? Juan de Padi11a~ 
~ne of the oidores of Lima, compiled in 1657 a report for the 
~os Cronistas De Convento (ed.) Jose de la Riva Aguero. 
~iblioteca~ Cultura Peruana. Primera Serie No.4 (Paris: 1938) 
~.. 132. Father Calancha describes an incident which happened at 
~he Cerro of Potosf~ In the year 1590, one hundred Indians were 
~uried alive in a mine which had been found dangerous by the mine 
~nspector. The owner of the mine bad been warned that repairs 
~ere urgently needed and he was ordered to begin immediately; 
~owever, he failed to do so, thus causing the death of one hund-
red Indians. P. 131. 
45Recopilacion, lib. VI, tit. 15, ley 12. 
46Ibid ., lib. IV, tit. 19, ley 13. 
47Means, Ball of the Inca Empire, pp. 181-182. 
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Crown in which he detail&d the abuses heaped upon the natives and 
recommended reforms. 48 Haring states that though attempts were 
~ade to ameliorate existing conditions little was achieved, since 
Ulloa's investigation in the last quarter of the 18th century re-
vealed that wretched conditions still prevailed in Peru. 49 The 
welfare of the Indians and that of the Spaniards appeared to be 
incompatible. The Spaniards felt that only through a large and 
cheap labor force could the mines of Potosi be profitably exploi-
ted. Importing a great number of Negro slaves to replace the In-
dians would pose problems of numbers and plain economics. Span-
ish communities, fearing uprisings, hardly ever relished a pre-
ponderance of Negroes in their communities. Thus, they preferred 
to avail themselves of the services of the more docile and numer-
ous Indians already in their midst. Moreover, Negro slaves cost 
a great deal of money. 
The slave trade into the Spanish colonies, however, had 
its start at the beginning of the 16th century and in one form or 
another continued until the end of the colonial period. R.7 the 
Treaty of Utrecht of 1713. England's South-Sea Company was al-
lowed to import 4,800 Negroes in the Spanish oolonies,5O some of 
whom were possibly destined for Potosi to augment several thou-
48Hanke , ~ Villa Imperial ]! Potosi, p. 52. 
49Haring t ~ Spanish Empire. p. 66. 
50Yilhelm Rosoher, The Spanish Colonial System. 
ted by Edward G. Bourne (Cambri!ge, Mass: 1944), p. 38; 
ring, Spanish Empire, pp. 204-205. 
l'ransla-
also, Ha-
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sands already there. 51 However, encouraging more Indians to work 
the mines remained a steadfast policy of colonial administrators. 
A royal oedula of January 13, 1627, instructed Viceroy Diego Fer-
~andez de Cordova (1621-1627), to order the miners to pay travel 
allowance to and from Potosi to the mitgyos. Viceroy Cordova was 
unable to enforoe it since the miners refused to oomply.52 In 
his Re1aoion to his successor, Jeronimo Fernandez de Cabrera Bava~ 
dilla y Mendoza, he stated that other viceroys found the Potosi-
!2! a very difficult lot and that the Prince of Eaqui1aohe, his 
immediate predecessor, also was unable to oarry out a royal wish 
to assign land to all the mitayos who oame to Potosi. Esqui1ache 
informed Cordova that 12,747 mitayos with an average family of 
four people arrived at Potosi each year and there was not enough 
land to dole out to 38,241 people; beside the land around the 
Villa was "inoulta y esteri1. n53 The miners oontinued to clamor 
for more laborers, cheaper meroury, and less interference from 
royal administrators. Mining at the Cerro had increaSingly be-
oome a speculative adventure leading in many cases to finanoial 
insolvency for many. Since the Crown did not provide any of the 
capital needed for mining operations, the miners turned to pri-
51Mart{nez y Vela, Anales, p. 70. Vela states that by 
~6l1 there were six thousand Negroes in Potosi. 
52 ttRe1acion del Marques de Guada1cazar," Coleccion R!. ~ 
Memorias, II, p. 14. 
53uRelacion Que E1 Principe De Esquilache Hace Al Senor 
~rques De Guada1cazar Sobre E1 Estado En Que Deja Las Provincias 
Del PerU," Co1eccion R! ~ Memorias ••• , I, pp. 217-218. 
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vate baokers known as aviadores, to whom they became heavily in-
debted. 54 Striking a rich vein, therefore, was the dream of 
ever,y mine operator. The stake of the mitayo, on the other hand, 
was merely his pay of four rea1es for a day's work,55 and danger 
of losing his life in the depths of the Cerro or while olimbing 
the long and dangerous ladders to the surfaoe of the mine. When 
the readily aocessible veins were exhausted, it became necessary 
to dig deeper and deeper into the mountain reaohing depths of 20e 
estados or more. Ladders "de mas de sesenta estados" wide made 
--
of rawhide twisted in suoh a fashion as to allow wooden rungs to 
be slipped through to make them rigid, were used to reach the suz~ 
tace from the bottom of the pits. Every seventy-five feet wooder. 
platforms were to be found that served as resting stop-points fOI 
those carrying heavy loads. The are whioh had been dug was load-
ed in leather bags, each weighing from two to three arrobas, and 
oarried by the Indians to the surfaoe. To illuminate the way, 
the m1t~yos tied ve1as ~ ~, candles of suet, to eaoh thumb, 
54George Juan and Antonio de Ulloa, A vo~age to South 
Amerioa Describing at LcrSi the Spanish Cities,owns~Provinces, 
etc. on Tliat titensIVe on inent: t1ndertuen bl Command of the 
!Iiie: E ¥paiD. 1'ranslated by J'ohn Idams. Two Vols. (LoMon: ~), I , p. 148. 
55There seems to be an inconsistency with regard to the 
wages of the mitayosj it is possible that since wages were set bJ 
the Viceroys, they might have varied from time to time. The fol-
lowing sources are presented: Vil1ena Lohman, E1 Conde De Lemos, 
p. 247. Mitayos received four rea1es a day or twenty a WieK. 
Ulloa, NotIcias Amerioanas, p. ~~5. The pay was four rea1es a 
day, though "there are mines in whioh they are paid one peso dai-
ly." Capoche, "Re1aoion," p. 109. Mit£ios were paid three and 
a half reales a day, while some were pa four. 
~hus freeing the hands to hold on to the ladder. Father Bernabe 
Cobo t who saw this operation, deplored the hardships endured by 
~he Indians who were forced to breathe the fetid air heavy with 
~armrul vapors, suffer the heat of the pits, carry heavy loads, 
work under the threat of landslides, and experience the sudden 
~oldness of the surface after having worked in the stiflingly hot 
~its.56 He further stated that the greatest fear among the Indi-
~ns working at the Cerro was being buried alive by the frequent 
land-slides. 57 Injuries among the Indians were so numerous that 
the Conde de Chinch6n, 18th viceroy of PerU (1627-1628), decreed 
that miners should be deprived of mitayos in the event any of the 
~atter received head wounds, lost the use of an arm or leg~ suf-
fered cruel lashings, or fled because of ill treatment. In the 
event that an Indian died as a result of negligence on the part 
of the miner, the latter was obligated to pay the Indian's 1J1bute 
to the Crown for twenty years and an indemnity of fifty ;pesos 
to the widow and children. 58 
A royal pronouncement of 1729 prohibited the!!!! through-
out the viceroyalty; however, its enforcement was suspended due 
~o pressure brought to bear by colonial administrators and min-
ers. Arthur Whitaker affirms that "the ~ continued in opera-
5600bO , Historia Del Nuevo Mundo, I, ~p. 306-307; also, 
iHanke, "Luis Capoche and ffie rRstory or PotosJ.," p. 41. 
5?Cobo, .;;;;H_is-..t;;..;;o;.;;r_i.;.;.a ~ Nuevo Mundo, I, p. 307. 
;S"Relacion del Conde de Chinehon," Coleecion De Las 
~emorias., •• , II, pp. 91-92. - -
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tion until the end of the colonial period, modified by the increa 
singly common practice of commuting the personal service by a 
!noney payment. 1f59 In 1780 Tupac Amaru led an Indian revolt which 
fias sparked by the excesses perpetrated upon the Indian,s through 
excessive taxation, lack of social and political freedom, and 
~he mita. 60 
-
There is no doubt that royal decrees were often disregar-
~ed or at best obeyed sporadically by colonial administrators, 
~ue perhaps to indifference, cupidity, or lack of courage to tace 
~he opposition from those who had much to gain from the indiscri-
~inate exploitation of the Indians. The Crown, on the other 
~and, impaired in part by the great distance which separated it 
~rom the colonies, vacillated between its desire to protect the 
~dians and its duty to promote the interests of the colonists 
~d the establishment of an essentially dominant Spanish society 
~n the New World. The royal dilemma had the unhappy result of 
." , !Ceeping the Indians of Potos~ and Peru in a. base t.londition. As 
ranke points out: 
Spain desired to Christianize and civilize the Indians, 
but the Crown desperately needed money and Spaniards in 
America could neither supply this aid nor support themselves 
in the style to which they wished to be accustomed unless 
Indians and others did the work. 61 
59Whitaker, The Huancavelica Mercury; Mine, p. 21. 
60Daniel Valcarcel, La Rebelli~n De Tupac Amaru (Mexico 
Buenos Aires: 1941), p. ~. --
61Hanke , "Luis Capoche and the History of Potosi," p. 50. 
According to Javier Prado y Ugarteche, .Peruvian historian, only 
one-tenth of the mitayos survived the ~.62 
62Jav1er Prado y U~arteche, Estado Social del Peru Duran-
te la Dominacion Espanola (Lima: 1894), p. 157. - -
CHAPl'ER IV 
HEALTH HAZARDS AND MAJOR EPIDEMICS IN POTOSI 
It is difficult to ascertain acourately the death toll 
among Indians due to epidemics and ocoupational health hazards. 
Henry F. Dobyns, in his "An Outline of Andean Epidemic History 
to l720,tt traces the major epidemics which plagued Peru claiming 
thousands upon thousands of lives and occuring in waves render-
ing the populace, already weakened by previous pestilence, prac-
tically helpless to ward off new onslaughts.1 Dobyns also pOints 
out that there was a great divergence of opinion at the time in 
identifying the diseases whichaLnnot be completely resolved even 
today, because the symptoms were indicative of more than one di-
sease which struck from different directions. A case in point is 
the epidemic period of 1585 to 1591, when typhus was introduced 
in Spanish America by a group of Negro slaves from the Cape Verde 
Islands. !he slaves had been brought to Panama and distributed 
to the ports on the west coast of South America, thus spreading 
the infection southward. The epidemic reached Potosi by 1589 ano 
was described by Father Pablo Jose de Arriaga in his report of 
1590 to the General of his order. 2 About the same time, a mea-
lBulletin of the Histo~ of Medicine, XXXVII, No. 6 
(November-DecemDer~l~)t pp. 9~491. 
2 llli., p. 503. 
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sles and smallpox epidemic erupted at Cuzco and spread northward 
to Lima, Quito and Santa Fe de Bogot~.3 
Early in its history Potosi was stricken by a pestilenoe 
which lasted from October, 1560, to January, 1561. Martinez 7 
Vela reoorded that once the disease was contracted it killed its 
victims within twenty-four hours. He stated that 
••• y 10 que mas admiro, tue la varaclon, pues qnos se hin-
draban desde los pies hasta el estOmago, y morian: otros, 
abrasados de una fiebre maligna, a los dos d1as expiraban; 
otros se llenaban de ampollas, de las cuales reventaban un 
humor amarillo, y aS1 acaban sus dias. 4 
He further recounted how the Potosinos assembled in great 
numbers in the church of San Lorenzo to pray for an end to the 
dreaded pestilence, invoking the intercession of Saint Augustine 
with a devout procession through the streets of the city and how 
a heavy rain interrupted the prooession and drenched the area fOI 
three days. At the end of the dOwnpour the pestilence oeased. 5 
In 1589 Viceroy Torres y Portugal reported to the king 
that "there were days when more than 10,000 Indians and some 
Spaniards sickened in Potos! ••• another illness ot cough and oa-
tarrh with tever.,,6 Dobyns identified the epidemic as influenza. 
A diphtheria epidemio hit the Bolivian highlands. It originated 
in Cuzco in 1614 and reached Potosi by 1615, claiming thousands 
3 Ibid., p. 501 • 
........... 
4 i Martinez y Vela, Anales, p. 23. 
5Ibid ., p. 24. 
6Dobyns , "Outline of Andean Epidemic History ••• ," Bulle-
~, p. 505. 
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ot lives by strangulation.? Though Potosi's position was some-
what isolated, there was a great deal of traveling to and from 
this mining center. Spaniards from the Old World, Negro slaves, 
and contact with the port cities of Arica and Arequipa facilita-
ted the spreading of highly infectious diseases. 
The measles epidemic of 1692-1694 had its origin in Quito 
and spread southward to Lima, Huamanga, Arequipa, and Potosi cau-
sing "great mortality."8 From l6t4 to 1?18 the population ot the 
Bolivian plateau had grown by a sizeable number since it did not 
experience any severe epidemic; hence the reason, according to 
Dobyns, for the great number of deaths claimed by the influenza 
epidemic of 1718-1720. 9 The symptoms which were recorded indica-
ted that the infection was extremely contagious and in many in-
stances fatal. Dobyns stated that "the infection was extremely 
contagious, as attested by high mortality among barbers who trea-
ted intected patients, those who buried the bodies, and even the 
llamas which packed the bodies of the dead to the churches for 
burial. tt10 
John Tate Lanning, in his "The Rise of Modern Medicine in 
Spanish America," attaches great significance to lack of sanitar, 
conditions as being a detinite tactor in the spread of epidemics. 
? ~., p. 509. 
8 Ibid., p. 510. 
-9 ~., p. 511. 
lOIbid., p. 513. 
-
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Lanning olaims that 
In view of the sanitary oonditions throughout the oolonies, 
it oomes as no surprise that some parts of Peru were visi-
ted on an average of every four years between 1525 and 1825 
by epidemios of smallpox, measles, syphillis, typhoid fever, 
itch, dysentery, diphtheria, bubonio plague, yellow fever, 
rabies, whooping oough, whioh took from 200,000 lives down 
at eaoh blow, and there was a horror of the dead bodies 
which ended not until the very brioks of the death ohamber 
had been pulled out. 11 
Epidemios are events whioh hardly esoape being reoorded. 
They are awesome in their destruotion and usually of relatively 
short duration. Thousands of lives are snuffed out while the 
survivors develop an immunity whioh serves as a safe-guard agan.rt 
contracting the same infection. However, there a~e other dangers 
to life whioh oan oause bodily malfunctions and eventually oause 
death. These d.angers infliot harm to the human body more slowly 
than epidemios, but often with the same finality. To the oooupa-
tional health hazards at Potosi and at its mines we shall devote 
the rest of the chapter.12 
The Indians in Potos! were forced to labor long hours un-
der extremely unhealthy conditions. Emilio Romero, though defen-
ding Spanish administration of the mit a as the sole means to ex-
plol~ the mines, oonoeded that "si junto al trabajo exoesivo se 
hubiera acordado una base de salario capaoe de mantener la vida J 
I la salud de los trabajadores, los rudimentos economicos habrian 
llUniversitz 2! Miami Hispanic-American Studies, pp.64~. 
12Dr • Philip Thomsen, Thomsen Clinic, Dolton, Illinois, 
and Dr. Fred Coe, Miohael Reese Hospital, Chicago, IllinoiS, haVE 
been consulted. 
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sido superiores. nl3 The system, Romero felt, was just but its 
practice showed little of the oonoern which the Crown felt toward 
its Indians. 14 Bernabe Cobo writing about the mines of Potosi, 
affirmed that the Indians "pasan inoreible trabajo y afan" and 
are forced to breathe the stale and hannful air and vapours of 
the pits to their detriment. l5 The climate was another faotor 
which affected the well-being of the natives. The cold, dry air 
was unbearable to all except the Sierra Indians. Those from war-
mer regions experienced severe diffioulties in fulfilling their 
demanding chores. Lewis Hanke in his introduction to Capoche's 
Relacion ••• described their plight as follows: 
Los naturales, traidos desde las comarcas mas bajas,/mor1-
an facilmente en el olima crudo de PotosI, muchos ca~an en 
el camino, y las terribles condiciones del trabajo en el 
Cerro mataban a un nUmero aun mayor, de suerte que pronto 
oundia por dondequiera el panico. 16 
Food for the Indians was another problem. Though it was bounti-
ful at Potosi it had to be brought into the city from great dis-
tances thus oausing prices to rise to a level whioh was beyond 
the reach of most mitayos. The Indians' diet consisted of ohup~, 
a soup made from dried potatoes, maize and oocasionally the meat 
of the llama. l ? Helen Douglas-Irvine stated that I1flour was as 
13Emilio Romero, Historia Eeonomioa Z Financiera ~ Pe~, 
p. 173. 
14Ibid ., p. 144. 
15Cobo , Historia ~ Nuevo Mundo, I, pp. 306-307. 
16B1blioteca ~ Autores Espanoles (ed.) Hanke, Notas, 25. 
l?Bingham, Across South America, p. 9. 
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valuable as silver dust, eggs as lumps of silver, and many wily 
traders found that their opportunity to make fortunes was equal 
to that of the mine holders. illS According to Vela, during peak 
years of the 16th oentury a bushel of flour cost forty pesos, a 
chicken four, five, or even six pesos, and an egg from two to 
four reales. 19 Due to the meager pay of the mitayos it is safe 
to assume that their diet was well below standard even for the 
time. The only recourse the Indians had to supplement their diet 
was to slaughter llamas and alpacas which they had brought to 
Potosi as pack animals. Oobb stated that though forbidden to 
kill these animals, the Indians did 80. 20 Those who were not 
able to seoure meat enjoyed a diet which lacked in carbohydrates, 
fats, and proteins which are derived from meat and are essential 
to the basal metabolism and well functioning of the body. An in-
sufficient intake of these essential nutrients could result in 
2ellagra which causes alimentary, nervous and mental disorders, 
thickening of the skin, and eventually death in severe cases. 
Cirrhosis of the liver and edema, abnormal water retention fol-
lowed by inflamation, were other possibilities. Alcohol is also 
a contributing factor in liver disorder, aided by the fact that 
at 10,000 feet of altitude the damaging effects of alcohol double. 
18Douglas-Irvine, "All the Wealth of Potosl,tI Pan-Ameri-
~, pp. 58-59. 
19Martinez y Vela, !tAnales ••• ," COleccion De Documentos, 
pp. 293-294. --
20 Cobb , "Supply and Transportation for the Potosi Mines,f 
H.A.H.R., p. 31. 
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Viceroy Toledo had tried to prevent drunkedness among the Indians 
by opening taverns and encouraging them to drink moderately and 
at certain times;2l however it was not difficult to find Span-
iards who would sell wine to those who could afford to pay. The 
lack of green vegetables, tomatoes, and citrus fruit were possi-
ble causes for scurvy with symptoms of hemmorrhage, bleeding 
gums, painful joints, and fragile bones. 
Perhaps the greatest single disorder among the mitayos 
of the mines was that which caused respiratory diseases. Both 
Capoche and Father Cobo noted the harmful effects on the Indians 
caused by the chilling surface air, after having labored in the 
stifling heat and dampness of the pits. Dr. Fred Coe stated that 
respiratory diseases resulting from working in the mines must 
have been fatally dangerous. He said that: 
The extreme long working hours in what appear to be cold 
and damp pits, would suggest chronic bronchitis and pneu-
monia as the primary respiratory diseases. Apart from 
accidents, pneumonia may have been a major cause of death. 
Emphysema may well have developed in those that lived past 
fifty years of age. 22 
Cholera and typhoid epidemics are explicable on the basis of POOl 
public health, according to Dr. Coe. Gwendolin Cobb estimated 
that the Indians who arrived at Potosi to work in the mines 
brought along as many as 30,000 to 40,000 llamas eaoh year.23 
21Hanke , "Luis Capoche and the History of Potosl," 1'1'. 
36-37. 
22Interview with Dr. Coe, September, 1964. 
23Cobb , "Supply and Transportation for the Potosi Mines,' 
1'1'. 31-32. 
The Potosi-Arica pack trains employed as many as 5,000 llamas pel 
train. 24 Thus, it appears that excrement of llamas, other ani-
mals, and even human excrement must have presented a problem of 
disposal of no mean proportion and a health danger. The bacteria 
of the typhoid fever causes a reduction in white blood cells 
known as leucocytes and resulting in leucopenia, a disorder whie~ 
deprives the most important function to the white blood cells: tc 
fend off infections. Leucopenia can also result from the degen-
eration of the bone marrow due to improper diet; hence, another 
reason for the greater casualties and severe infections among thE 
Indians. 
The indiscriminate use of ~ among the Indians at Poto-
si recorded by Luis Capoche,25 Francisco Ifaleon,26 and substanti-
ated by Dr. Joseph A. Gagliano in his "The Coca Debate in Colon-
ial PerUlt27 was a serious health hazard. Romero stated that 
100,000 baskets of ~ were sold each year in Potos!.28 Dr. Coe 
affirmed that "the use of a strong stimulant and the altitude 
coupled with the very heavy work may well have caused heart fail-
ure even in native mountain dwellers." Dr. Gagliano's study on 
the ~ issue deals extensively with the problem posed by the 
24Ibid • 
-
25Capoche, ItRelacio'n ••• , It p. 175. 
26. 1 It R i .' " Ra con, epresentac on ••• , p. 165. 
2?Gagliano, "The Coca Debate ••• ," 
p. 59. 
Americas (July, 1963), 
28Romero, Historia Econ{mica, p. 230. 
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use of ~ by the Indians. The efforts of the prohibitionists 
and the cultivators of the leaf involved the Crown, two church 
provincial counoils, and many colonial administrators in an at-
tempt to arrive at a solution to this problem. Dr. Gagliano sum-
marized the outcome as follows: 
Regal toleration gave the coca habit a juridical status 
in the viceroyalty. For the next three centuries, the 
mastication ot the oooa and its use in various highland 
superstition would continue. 29 
The heavy work-load that the Indians had to endure cannot 
be over-emphasized. The owners of the mines drove the Indians tc 
dig deeper into the earth, perhaps as much as 200 estados where 
the supply of oxygen was not adequate and water hampered the 
work. 30 Father Antonio de la Calancha bitterly criticized the 
owners who looked upon the mitalos flas indolent beasts who needed 
prodding with clubs and other means of persuasion. ,f3l The tact 
that the Indians, too, were subject to the physical laws was ig-
nored by some Spaniards. Poorly oxygenated blood due to the 
depths of the pits caused apathy and serious weakening of the 
body. The heavy loads, "dos 0 tres arrobas de peso en las eepal-
das"32 which they were required to carry up long and narrow lad-
ders to the surface, strained their enfeebled muscles. Vithout 
29Gagliano, "The Coca Debate, ff p. 63. 
30Ruth Kerns Barber, Indian Labor in the s~aniSh Colonies (University of New Mexico Press, 11buquerque,-wiwexlco: 19'2), 
p. 100. 
3l~ Cronistas ~ Convento (ad.) Aguero, p. 132. 
32Cobo , Historia ~ Nuevo Mundo, I, pp. 306-307. 
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adequate rest periods, an excessive amount of lactic acid, which 
could not be broken down by the body mechanisms, and carbon diox-
ide accumulated in the body system in dangerous quantities. ~he 
presence of the former in overly normal quantities caused extremE 
fatigue; while an abnormal level of carbon dioxide caused extreme 
discomfort and air hunger. No evidence has been found by the 
writer which indicated that proper rest periods were allowed the 
mitalos during their work day at the Cerro. 
Arthur Whitaker described the four main occupational 
hazards of working in the Peruvian mines, those of Huancavelica 
or Potos:!: 
Working in the mines held four main occupational hazards. 
Gas, apparently carbon monoxide forming deep in unventil-
ated parts of the mine and killed suddenly without warn-
ing. pneumonia resulting from coming from the intense heat 
of the mines into the open, and the cold air. The other 33 
danger resulted from cave-ins and accidents of the mines. 
Biscay, who visited Potos:!, recorded his observations of work at 
the mines: 
They [Indian~ are sometimes very much incommoded by winds, 
that are shut-up in the mines; the coldness of which, join'd to that of some parts of the earth, chills tem so 
excessively, that unless they chewed cocoa, which heats 
and fuddles 'em, it would be intolerable to 'em. Another 
great hardship which they suffer, is, that in other places 
the sulphorous and mineral vapour are so great, that it 
strangely dries 'em up, so that it hinders tem from free 
respiration: and for this they have no other remedy, than 
the drink which is made with the herb of Paraguay; of 
which they prepare a great quantity to refresh and moisten 
them, when they come out of the mines at the time appointed 
for eating and sleeping. 34 
33Whitaker, ~ Huanoavelioa Meroury l:!!a!, p. l? 
3~iscay, ! Relation ••• , p. ?3. 
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Though the Spaniards were spared the rigors and health 
hazards which faced the Indians in the mines, they were not exempt 
from the epidemics which ravaged Peru and Potosi. Measles, small-
pox and other diseases of the Old World were not so deadly to the 
Spaniards as they were to the Indians, but influenza and other 
infectious diseases took their tolllamong the conquerors. 35 Alti~ 
tude must have been a serious problem for the Spaniards. The 
rarified air at 14,000 to 16,000 feet above sea level will cause 
an abnormal rise in the number of red blood cells and the disease 
known as polycythemia, which can predispose to gastrointestinal 
ulcers and heart failure, according to Dr. Coe. The high mor-
tality rate among new born infants at Potosi can be attributed to 
lack of maternal care during pregnancy, unskilled midwives, in-
fectious diseases such as diarrhea, especially among the new bor~. 
and inadequate maternal and child nutrition. Canate offered an 
explanation regarding the high mortality rate among infants. Af-
ter refuting Father Calancha and the chronicler Mendoza, who 
blamed the extreme temperature as the cause of death among in-
tants, he states that it was due to the "poca cautela en el uso 
de los braseros."36 
35Martinez y Vela, Anales, p. 294; also, Dobyns, 'fAn Out-
line 0.1' Andean Epidemic History," p. 501. 
36Canete y Dominguez, Potosi Colonial, p. 141. The mean-
ing ot Caftete's observation is not clear. Perhaps he is refer-
ring to the excessive smoke that the braziers give off that 
proved fatal to the infant or to the fact that they did not pro-
duce enough heat to keep the new-born child sufficiently warm. 
Basic medical information contained in Chapter IV can be verified 
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In summary, life in Potosi held many health hazards for 
Spaniards and Indians alike, but for the latter the problem was 
compounded by a marginal existence and exploitation. 
in Diana Clifford Kimber et al, Anatomy ~ ~aiolO~, New York, 
1959; Anton J. Carlson and Victor K. JOhnson, !he Macinery of 
;!!!!! Bod:. Chicago, 1947. --
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
One of the saddest pages of Spanish history was the ex-
ploitation of the Indians at Potosi by the owners of the mines 
and by the royal officials assigned to prevent maltreatment ot 
the natives. Ironically, no other colonial power, in the histo 
of conquests, sought as earnestly as Spain to justify its con-
quests not in terms of victory and subjugation over a vanquished 
foe, but in terms of acquired stewardship and just government. 
The Spaniards enacted laws which assured the rights of the Indi-
ans, their conversion to Christianity, and the spreading of Span 
ish civilization. However, the implementation of this human leg 
islation proved to be the most vexing problem to the kings of 
Spain throughout the colonial period. 
From the very beginning, many Spaniards raised their voi 
oes in protest and penned reports to audienoias, to viceroys, to 
the Council of the Indies, and even to the Crown in which they 
condemned the maltreatment of the natives. Alfonso Messia, an 
agent of Viceroy Velasco, informed the latter that the Indians a 
Potosi were not paid or fed well, worked day and night at times, 
and their work period was extended through the connivance ot the 
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miners and the caciques. l The Dominican, Miguel de Monsalve, 
suggested to Philip III that steps be taken to alleviate the gral~ 
problems of the Indians, pointing out that they were sent to the 
mines of Potosi, Porco, Salinas, and Chocolococha while their 
women were loaded down with work, molested, and even kept as mis-
tresses by the corresidores and cacigues. 2 Father Rodrigo de 
Loaysa, writing on the condition of the Indians at Potosi, com-
pared the latter to sardines which are pursued and devoured by 
larger fish. Father Loaysa warned that, unless the Indians founa 
support and protection, they would sufter the same fate as the 
sardines.' On the other hand, the miners claimed that the mines 
could not be worked without an adequate supply of native laborere, 
who for the most part were lazy and shiftless. 
Up to 1565, the religious were frequently the only direct 
representatives of the Crown among the Indians, at least, as Fa-
ther Antonine Tibesar says, "until the institution of the corre-
gidores de los Indios by Lioenciado Castro in 1565."4 This of-
lMMemorial dado al virey del PerU, D. Luis de Velasoo, 
p~r Alfonso Messia, sobre las cedulas y dema~ despachos relativos 
al servicio personal de los indios," Coleccion De Documentos In-
'dltos Relativos Al Descrubrlmiento, aonguista Z-Colonizaci6n~ 
Las Posesiones Es~affoles In America ~ ~oceania, Saca!os !n Su--;al~ Parte, nel Real IrcEIvo be Ind1as. 42 Vols. (eds.) :Qaquin 
• cheo y FrancIsco de Cardenas (Madrid: 1864), VI t pp. 118-1~. 
2M1guel de Monealve, "Reduccion de todo el PirU, y demas 
Indias, eon otros muchas autos, para el bien de los naturales deJ-
las, y en aumento de las Reales Rentas," Las Cronicas De Los Mo-
linas (ed.) Francisco A. Loayza (Lima: 194;), p. 11. -- -----
3Capoche, "Relacion ••• , It pp. 58-59. 
4Antonine Tibesar, Franciscan Be~inningS in Colonial 
~ (Vashington, D. C.: 19;3', pp. 3~3 • --
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fice was held by many unworthy individuals who exeroised an al-
most unrestrioted power over their oharges. Though their respon-
sibilities were olearly stated, they exploited the Indian correg-
imientos for all that they were worth. Juan de Aponte Figueroa 
desoribed the oorregidores ot Peru as "loousts who oonsume every-
thing and lay waste the 1and. tt5 Why did the Orown allow the exis~ 
tence ot suoh a wretohed condition? The Crown was locked on the 
~orns of a dilemma. On the one hand, it wished to give the na-
tives justioe and an opportunity to embraoe the Catholio reli-
gion and whatever civilization they were able to absorb; while 
on the other hand, ttas Spanish rulers the kings sought imperial 
dominion, prestige, and revenue--in short, oonquest and the 
fruits of conquest.,,6 Madrid thus oontinued to issue new direc-
tives to cope with new abuses, thus hoping to prohibit the latter 
and at the same time allow the development ot its oolonial hold-
ings. The distanoe whioh separated Spain from the new world also 
necessitated the Crown's dependence on its officials to carry out 
or enforce royal mandates. 
Generally speaking, the colonial administrators in PerU 
were a venal lot who plaoed their interests above the welfare of 
the Indians. There were many notable exceptions in the various 
administrative arms of the king, suoh as in the Audiencia de 
-
5Juan de Aponte Figueroa, "Memorial que Trata de 1a Refol~ 
macion del Reino del Piru," Oolecci6n de Dooumentos Ineditos para 
l! Historia ~ Espana (Madria: 1S6?), P7 324. 
6Lewis Hanke, The Spanish Str~~le for Justice in the 
Oonquest g! Amerioa (Pb.'ITade1phia: 194 t p:-T73. - -
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Charcas and in the office of the viceroy at Lima. At times hon-
est and able administrators filled these offices and carried out 
their responsibilities with vigor, while at other times viceroy 
and audiencia were either indifferent or at odds with each other. 
Men such as Viceroy Toledo worked out "many laws and administra-
tive regulations ••• for the Indians---which won for him the name 
of 'Solon of perU',"? but their reforms were short-lived.8 
The greatest single factor at Potosi which stood in the 
way of justice and fair treatment of the Indians was the miners' 
determination to be the unchallenged masters of the Cerro and to 
brook no interference with the management of the mines and the 
Indians placed in their charge. They formed a powerful lobby and 
sent representatives to Spain to protect their interests. 9 :fre-
quently violence erupted in Potosi, causing Viceroy Cordoba to 
advise his successor, the count of Chinchon. in l62? that all 
arms should be kept out of Potosi and sixty leagues around the 
city because there was danger that the old seditions and violenCE 
might be rekindled. lO Throughout the history of Potosi, the mi-
ners exerted a stubborn and negative attitude toward any attempt 
to change the status guo at the Cerro. Changes were adopted 
?Ibid., p. 1?2. 
8"Relaci6n Del Sr. Virrey, D. Lui~ De Velasco. (II), Al Sx. 
Conde De Monterey Sobre El Estado Del Peru," Coleccion De Las 
Memorias (ed.) Beltran y Rozpide, pp. 118-119. -- ---
9Hanke , ~ Villa Imperial, p. 58. 
lO"Relacion del Marques de Guadalcazar," Memorias, I, pp. 
15-16. 
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slowly. As late as the last quarter of the 18th century, when 
the Crown attempted to adopt technological improvements over the 
archaic mining methods at the Cerro, some Potosinos were able to 
prevent reforms. The Nordenflecht Mission ended in failure prin-
cipally from lack of cooperation from the miners and from coloni-
al administrators who represented outsida interference. Juan del 
Pino Manrique, Alcalde £! Corte ~ 1a Audiencia ~ ~ in 1788, 
staunchly supported the scientific mission which was authorized 
by the Crown to improve the sagging output of the Potosi mines. 
Manrique was amazed in not being able to find in Pot os! any tech-
nical books dealing with mining. ll 
In addition to a definite lack of more sophisticated 
know-how, the Cerro sU£fered from want of a steady and adequate 
labor force. The!!!!, which was intended by Viceroy Toledo to 
remedy this situation, failed to do so because the stated quota 
was seldom met. The Indians heard about the appalling condition! 
in the mines. Some had experienced harsh treatment at the hands 
of their caCiques and corregidores. As a result, many resorted 
to pa7ing a commutation fee to escape being sent to Potosi, whilE 
those who could not afford to do so fled to remote areas where 
they could not be found. 12 Haring states that, at the beginning 
of the discovery, the Indians, as free vassals of the Crown, re-
llQuoted in Maffei and Figueroa, Apuntes, 
l2"Re1acion ••• Hecha Por E1 Excmo. Senor 
doza y Luna, Marques de Montesclaros, Al Excmo. 
de Esquilache," Memorias, I, pp. 176-177. 
II, p. 641. 
Don Juan De Men-
Senor Principe 
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~eived by law equal rights with Spaniards to discover and work 
the mines; however, the exercise of this right was of short dura-
tion and even "doubtful if they were allowed to enjoy the privi-
leges. ltl3 The Spaniards had also hoped that many of the Indians 
who had come to Potosi would remain after their prescribed work 
period and continue to work in the mines as free laborers. Though 
some did remain, the number was not sufficient and their perfor-
mance as free workers unsatisfactory. 
There is no doubt that Potosi became a legend during the 
16th century as the world's richest silver-producing center. How-
ever, that distinction was won dearly with the lives of thousands 
of Indians. Some argue that the Spaniards' conduct toward the 
natives at Potosi was no worse than that of other European na-
tions in their conquests; but, unlike other European nations, 
with the exception of Portugal, Spain's claim in the New World 
was based more on a religious mandate than on the basis of con-
quest. Its right to hold land and govern the natives had been 
sanctioned by the papacy with the stipulation that the natives be 
evangelized and brought into the true faith. Unfortunately, at 
Potosi the quest for silver overrode any other considerations. 
Much work is still required to obtain a clear picture of 
~hat happened at Potosi. We have been able to touch upon only a 
ftew facts. Perhaps, this pOint should be emphasized: wh.at hap-
~ened at Potosi cannot obscure the fact that the evils inflicted 
13Haring, ~ Spanish Empire, p. 245. 
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upon the Indians were perpetrated by a small segment of the Span-
ish population in the New World whose thirst for wealth overpow-
ered their Christiffil obligations. Perhaps, as long as Potosi 
will be remembered so will men remember the ~ and its evils, 
but the blame must be placed squarely where it belongs: on the 
shoulders of those miners and royal officials who schemed to use 
the natives as their personal property no matter what hardships 
the latter were to endure, and this in defiance of royal legisla-
tion and protection designed to protect the Indian from the mis-
erable lot which actually befell him. 
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APPENDIX 
SPANISH WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND MONETARY VALUES 
.46006272 ki1ograms--1.0l42642 Avoirdupois pounds 
28 grams • • • • • -- .0633908 Avoirdupois pounds 
100 libras--46.025 k11ograms--10l.5 Avoirdupois pounds 
25 1ibras--ll.506 k1lograms--25.36 Avoirdupois pounds 
12 granos--.OOO59 kilograms--.0013 Avoirdupois pounds 
.12 U. S. gallons 
2.17 U. s. gallons 
.06 U. S. gallons 
10.97 inohes 
1.83 yards 
32.91 inches 
.076 inohes 
.62137 miles 
2.81 miles 
25,000 varas x 5.000 varas--2l,684.97 acres 
8 onsas--7.40 Troy ounces 
8 ochavos--.92 !roy ounces 
2 adarmes--.116 Troy ounoes 
12 granos--.019 Troy ounoes 
.0016 Troy ounces 
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SPANISH OOINS WITH THEIR APPROXIMATE 
PAR VALUE IN UNITED STATES 
Currency m lli year !.22§: 
Castellano (Go1d)~-in 1612 worth 14.5574 
in 1686 " 28.8150 
in 1119 " 28.8150 
Duro (Si1ver)--Stamped in June of 149?at value of $2.1442 
-
Maravedi (Oopper)--trom 15'7-1566 worth #0.0099 
trom 1609-1625 " 0.0076 
trom 1625-16,6 ~ 0.0071 
trom 1636-1638 " 0.006, 
from 16'8-1641 " 0.0061 
from 1641-- " 0.0052 
Marco (Silver) worth 6.'375 
Peseta (Silver)--in 1598 worth 10.7115 
in 1621 " 0.7775 
Peso or Real de a Ocho (Silver)--from 1642-1886 worth 11.5844 
.-......- ----... ......... ------
Peso Duro (Si1ver)--trom 1800 worth 11.82,0 
--
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Sources: J. Wi11asana Haggard, Handbook For Translators of 
Spanish HistorIcal fiOcUiints. Photopriiied b7 
Simco ~olor Press. (O~oma City: 1941), 
pp. 76-107. 
Manuel Carrera Stampa, "Evolution of Weights and Mea-
sures in New Spain," R.A.H.R •• Vol. XXIX (1949) 
pp. 10-17. 
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